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Foreword
Much emphasis has been placed on the problems that will confront the
economy in achieving an expanding gross national product and full employment during the postwar years. Certainly one of the most important of
these problems is the need for distributing a large volume of goods efficiently
and at costs low enough to permit a broad market.
Efforts to reduce the ultimate cost of goods to the consumer, and at the
same time to decrease the individual firm's costs and to increase its profits,
might well be focused on the large segment of the consumer's dollar that
distribution absorbs.
Distribution cost analysis is a tool which offers to management perhaps
even greater opportunity for reducing costs and increasing efficiency than
resulted from the pioneering work of Frederick W. Taylor and his associates on time and motion studies and cost accounting in the factory.
This study is a reappraisal of the techniques of cost analysis that have
been developed by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce over
the past 20 years. Separate sections are devoted to the technique of distribution cost analysis at the retailing, wholesaling, and manufacturing levels.
There are included a discussion of the purposes of cost analysis and
examples of results that have been achieved by companies that have made
and applied such studies. It is hoped that this present study is but the
first step in a program under which the Bureau will undertake further
field work to simplify and extend the use of distribution cost analysis
techniques.
The study was prepared in the Distribution Cost Unit under the direction
of E. R. Hawkins.
Appreciation is expressed to Wroe Alderson, Donald R. Longman,
Nelson A. Miller, and W. H. Meserole, who reviewed the manuscript and
made valuable suggestions.
AMOS

E.

TAYLOR,

Director,

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
FEBRUARY

Commerce.

1946
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Distribution Cost
Analysis
Widespread publicity has been given to the statement that 59 cents of
the consumer's dollar goes for distribution while only 41 cents goes for
production. Equally widespread is the impression that distribution costs
have been rising steadily while production costs have been falling. This
has led to the popular belief that, in contrast to production, distribution
is highly inefficient, and for that reason it has been severely criticized.
The conclusion, however, is not warranted by the evidence. Even if
we accept as incontrovertible the statement that a large and increasing
proportion of the consumer's dollar goes into distribution costs, this does
not prove that they are too high nor that the system is inefficient.
Owing to many factors, mass-production methods have resulted in an
increase in the size of the marketing task and therefore a rise in the
proportion of marketing costs to total costs is to be expected. Also,
relative costs are not a valid measure of the relative efficiency of marketing
and production. In the first place, as stated above, lowered production
costs have often been made possible only through an added burden on
the distribution end of the business, hence, a higher distribution cost. In
the second place, marketing and production tasks are not identical and
cannot be compared directly.
There is, for instance, no basis, either in theory or in practice, for
supposing that the cost of manufacturing a cake of soap at a far-off factory
has any relation to the cost of distributing that soap from the factory to
the homes of the many thousands of final purchasers. Yet, somehow, we
have got the notion into our general thinking that there should be a certain
relationship between the cost of manufacturing and the cost of distributing.
Only to the extent that costs are not reduced when they could be are they
too high. Whether marketing operations are more or less efficient than
manufacturing processes, in this sense, is an open question. There is
no doubt, however, that neither marketing nor production is as efficient as
it could be and that consequently costs in both fields are too high.
Even in the more efficiently managed firms there is some misdirected
marketing effort. There are important opportunities for reducing costs,
lowering prices, and increasing profits in almost every distributive opera-
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tion. The results of every distribution cost analysis that has been made
indicate that the potential benefits to be derived from these and other
methods of quantitative analysis and from the application of selectiveselling policies would be every bit as spectacular as those which have
been achieved by cost accounting and scientific management in the factory.
The fact that the large proportion of the consumer's dollar goes to pay
for the cost of marketing goods is not in itself objectionable. It does
suggest, however, that efforts to reduce the ultimate cost of goods might
well be concentrated on this larger segment.

Misdirection of Marketing
Effort
A large part of the sales made by the individual firm may be unprofitable
even though the business as a whole shows a profit. If the expenses and
revenues are analyzed to reveal the unprofitable commodities, customers,
territories, and orders, management may be able to reduce costs and to
increase net profits substantially by taking appropriate action in regard
to these unprofitable sales.
Some 15 or 20 years ago the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
began pioneer work on a type of quantitative analysis that has become
known as distribution cost analysis. By this type of study, the Bureau
has meant analysis of manufacturers', wholesalers', and retailers' over-all
revenues and costs to discover unprofitable segments and inefficiently performed functions of the business. That the unprofitable business exists is,
in general, caused by the fact that management frequently follows a laissezfaire attitude in regard to the direction of marketing effort. The result
may be a disproportionate allocation of efforts in relation to the potentialities of various segments of the firm's market, so that much effort and,
therefore, expense may be expended for bringing in only a fraction of
the sales volume.
In a wholesale grocery firm studied in the Louisville Grocery Survey,
for example, it was found that more than 50 percent of the total number
of customers brought in less than 2 percent of the total sales volume.
Similarly, 40 percent of the total number of items carried in stock
accounted for less than 2 percent of the total sales volume. Much more
than 2 percent of the firm's efforts, however, had been expended on these
sales.
A meat packer, also, in studying the business of his wholesale branches,
found that 24 percent of his salesmen's personal calls, 26 percent of his
salesmen's telephone calls, and 16 percent of the total number of his
deliveries were devoted toward obtaining only 2 percent of the total sales
volume. Needless to say, the gross margin on these sales did not even
2

cover the expenses of the above activities, let alone the remaining expenses
of the business.

Reasons for Misdirected Effort
The results of these studies are indicative of conditions that may be
widespread in our distribution system. What are the reasons for this
misdirection of marketing efforts which probably exists even in the bettermanaged firms?
In many businesses, as we have seen, a large proportion of the number
of customers, orders, commodities, and so on, may bring in only a minor
proportion of the sales. Such a distribution of sales would not necessarily
result in misdirected effort, except that the distribution of marketing efforts
and, hence, expenses all too frequently parallels the number of customers
or prospects, rather than the actual or potential sales.
There are many reasons for this disproportionate spreading of effort in
relation to sales. Some can be justified by the objective of maximizing
the firm's total profits—if not in the immediate short run, then in the longer
run. Many of the reasons, however, cannot be so justified.
For example, many firms are unaware of the extent to which large
portions of their marketing expenses are incurred for bringing in only
a minor share of the sales volume. Moreover, the managements of numerous
firms eagerly pursue increased sales and measure the success of their
marketing efforts by their dollar sales volume. They may not realize that
such a policy does not necessarily result in a maximum of net profits; that,
in fact, profits can often be increased by bringing the distribution of their
marketing effort more closely in line with market potentials—even if the
result is a smaller total sales volume.
In somewhat the same category is the policy of complete coverage which
is followed for a variety of reasons by many distributors of branded
consumers' goods, especially manufacturers with national markets. The
mistaken belief that national advertising is distributed uniformly over
the entire market and that complete trade coverage is necessary for its
support has led in some instances to marketing policies involving solicitation of all potential retail outlets for the manufacturer's product regardless of the size of store or volume of business obtained. And the view,
also in error, that while large retailers provide the outlet for volume the
small retailers yield the profits has further caused disproportionate selling
efforts. Still another influence has been the fear that dealers may after
growing large discriminate in their buying against firms which chose not
to serve them while they were small.
This does not mean, however, that all small-volume sales fall in the
unprofitable category or, conversely, that only small-volume sales may
be unprofitable; nor does it follow that all unprofitable sales should be
eliminated.
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Remedies for Misdirected Effort
The unprofitable sales and the inefficiently performed functions can,
however, be discovered through distribution cost analysis, and then management is in a position to decide what to do about them from the point
of view of maximizing net profits. There are many practical possibilities
for eliminating inefficiencies and for converting losses into profits.
For example, cost studies of the performance of internal distributive
functions, such as storage, order assembly, order routine, receiving, and
shipping, have shown that there are large areas where improvements can
be made. For instance, the one-story streamlined warehouse building in
the wholesale grocery trade is an outstanding example of how efficiency
can be improved and distribution costs reduced. Here orders are made
up according to the assembly line principle, and mechanical tabulating
equipment is used for preparing invoices and making sales analyses and
for perpetual-inventory control.
Such improvements in the performance of internal functions may result
from an examination of the functional costs, the setting up of standard
unit costs for each function, comparison of standard with actual costs, and
an analysis of the variances—all familiar steps to those who employ a
standard cost system in the factory for eliminating inefficiencies and for
controlling and reducing production costs.
Losses can often be converted into profits by changes in distribution
policies which result in a reallocation of marketing efforts relative to
sales. For example, a manufacturer of electrical goods, after a 3-year
test aimed at converting into profitable business small orders and accounts
which had been handled at a loss, achieved the following results: The
average size of account was increased from $708 to $1,376; the average
order size rose from $85.66 to $118.51; while the average invoice increased
from $67.98 to $91.78.1
Through such measures as setting up a special routine for handling
small orders, establishing minimum units of sale that will be handled,
reducing frequency of sales calls on certain customers, or establishing
incentives to salesmen and customers to eliminate unprofitable sales, or by
other methods which will be outlined later, management can often convert
unprofitable business into a source of profit or at least minimize the loss.
Many manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers, after discovering the
unprofitable segments of their business through a cost analysis, have found
it possible to substitute more profitable customers, commodities, and so on,
for those which were a source of loss. Other distributors have decided
that the seemingly drastic action of eliminating the unprofitable sales was
the most profitable course to follow.
1
Lyon, Leverett S. Hand to Mouth Buying.
ington.
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1929. p. 400. The Brookings Institution. Wash-

In the first distribution cost study made by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce in 1927, for example, it was found that a large proportion of the sales of a hardware wholesaler was handled at a loss. In
this case, the wholesaler eliminated about 50 percent of the number of
his customers and dropped about 30 percent of the number of items carried
in stock. In spite of an appreciable decline in sales volume, in the first
year after this policy was put into effect, the following results were
obtained: Operating expenses were reduced significantly—4 percentage
points below the average expense ratio for the trade as a whole—prices
to customers were lowered, and dollar net profits were three times as great
as average annual earnings had been previously.
Eliminating unprofitable customers and reducing advertising expenses
turned a deficit into a profit for a Chicago mail-order house. After severe
losses during the depression of the thirties, the concern reorganized its
sales plan. It cut down from 2.7 million to a more selective list of 1.8
million the number of catalogs mailed to prospective customers. It concentrated its efforts on lines with the greatest profit margins and refused
orders under $5. This policy of selling more goods to fewer customers
helped to turn a loss of $300,000 in 1932 into a profit of $1.3 million
in 1933.2
In short, management can reduce costs and increase profits by abandoning a laissez-faire or complete-coverage attitude in applying marketing
effort. A policy of directing or confining marketing efforts as much as
possible to profitable customers, order sizes, sales territories, commodity
lines, and so on, is often called selective selling, as opposed to a laissezfaire or complete-coverage policy. In both the formulation and the execution of a policy of selective selling, distribution-cost analysis is a valuable
tool.
What would be the results if many firms established a policy of selective
selling and directed or concentrated their marketing efforts on their profitable sales? Would small stores, for example, be cut off from sources of
supply and, therefore, be forced out of business?
Such fears are groundless. One wholesaler, who had been following
this policy for 15 years, stated:
It is a fallacy to assume that selective selling would cut off food outlets from a
source of supply if generally adopted. If each retailer concentrated his purchases with
a relatively few sources of supply, then, instead of retailers buying from many wholesalers, and instead of wholesalers selling a large number of retailers, each retailer
would have a few sources, each wholesaler would have fewer customers, and there
would be closer relationships between wholesalers and retailers—and lower wholesaler
operating costs—to the benefit of all.3
2

Spiegel, May, Stern and Co., reported in "Time," December 14, 1936. pp. 76-78.
Effective Grocery Wholesaling. 1941. p. 32. Economic Series No. 14. Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
3
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Cost Analysis in the Retail
Store
The principal objective of cost analysis in the retail store is to help the
merchant adjust his inventory and his merchandising efforts to sales possibilities so as to yield the greatest profit. The retailer typically is concerned only with commodity-cost problems, for usually he is not in a
position to select his customers, his order sizes, or his territory (once he
has located his store). He is, however, constantly confronted with questions concerning commodities.
Shall I add this new item to my line? Of the various brands of item X
that I sell, each with different mark-up rates, which is the most profitable?
Do I make more money on nationally advertised brands or on private
labels? Is department A as profitable as it should be? Is it more profitable to advertise and give a preferred display position to item A or B?
It can be seen that the answers to these questions are of interest not only
to the retailer, but also to thte manufacturers and wholesale distributors
who sell to him.

Judgments of Relative Profitability
The typical merchant does not now have any practical and accurate
method for determining the relative profitability of different commodities.
Questions such as the above are usually answered on the basis of judgment.
Mark-up rates.—Probably most merchants base their judgments of
relative profitability on relative percentage mark-ups. Many comments
are noted, in the trade press and elsewhere, for example, that item A is
"unprofitable" because its mark-up is only 6 percent while the average
operating-expense ratio for the store or for the trade is 20 percent. Likewise, statements are seen to the effect that A is "more profitable" than B
because it is sold at a mark-up of 15 percent compared with only 10 percent for B.
Judgments of relative profitability which are based on mark-up rates
and average expense ratios can be very misleading. For example, in one
grocery chain, tub butter with a gross margin of approximately 12 percent
showed an apparent net loss of 5 percent on the basis of a comparison
with the average expense ratio of 17 percent, while tub lard with a gross
margin of 22 percent showed an apparent net profit of 5 percent.
After the chain made an allocation of expenses to commodities, however,
the picture was found to be exactly the opposite. The expense rate for
butter was 10 percent, which, compared with a gross margin of 12 percent,
yielded a net profit of 2 percent. On the other hand, the expense rate
for lard was 24 percent, so that, with a gross margin of 22 percent, lard
showed a net loss of 2 percent.
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This study also demonstrated that the average expense rate could not
be applied indiscriminately to articles which vary widely in unit price.
It was found, for example, that it cost almost the same amount—in cents—
to handle a pound of lard as it cost to handle a pound of butter. The
retail price of a pound of butter, however, at the time of the study was
about three times that of a pound of lard, so that if the average expense
rate were applied to each it would appear that the cost—in cents—of
handling a pound of butter was three times as much as that of handling
a pound of lard.
It was also found to be misleading to use a percentage rate in measuring
the expense on the same item on two different dates, if the retail price
fluctuated widely. For example, the price of a bag of flour might vary
from a low of around 50 cents to more than $1 within a period of a few
years. The actual expense of handling, in cents per bag, might be approximately the same at each retail price. Using a percentage rate, however,
it would appear that it cost twice as much to handle flour when it sold
for 50 cents per bag as when the price was $1.
In contrast to the method where the mark-up rate is compared with the
average operating-expense ratio to arrive at relative profitability, the
impression appears to be prevalent in certain quarters that the relative
mark-up rate reflects the relative expense rate. That is, it is believed that
as a result of long experience and judgment as to the relative costs of
handling different commodities, retailers have arrived at mark-up rates
which closely approximate these relative costs.
However, retail prices and, therefore, mark-up rates are subject to the
influence of consumer demand as well as to the cost of handling. Further,
the cost-allocation studies that have been made in the past do not reveal
any consistent relationship between customary mark-up rates and commodity-expense rates.
Turn-over rates.—Some merchants base their judgments of relative
commodity profitability on turn-over, instead of mark-up, rates. For example, according to the turn-over basis of judgment, a commodity with
an inventory turn-over rate two times that of the average inventory turn-over
rate for the store as a whole has an expense rate half as great as the
average operating-expense ratio for the business. Likewise, a commodity
with a turn-over rate half as great as that of the business as a whole would
have an expense ratio twice as great as that of the entire business. Other
items would have expense rates in proportion. These expense rates are
then compared with the commodities' gross-margin rates to determine relative profitability.
Although, in some respects, this turn-over concept is an improvement
over the mark-up rate method for judging profitability, it has certain implications which are misleading. Under the turn-over basis of judgment, it
is assumed that all the expenses of the retailer vary directly with the rate
of inventory turn-over, or, what is the same thing, with the total dollar
7

value of the average inventory. As will be shown below, however, not
all retail costs vary with the average inventory value.
Under the turn-over basis of judgment it is further assumed that a single
commodity accumulates certain costs with the passage of time, until, if it
stays on the shelves long enough, these costs eat up the gross margin and
the item becomes progressively more unprofitable. Thus, this assumption
implies that the space and capital costs, which are related to turn-over, are
variable with respect to a single commodity; that these costs stop accumulating when the commodity is sold; and that the share of these costs which
is allocated to the individual commodity could be eliminated if that item
were dropped.
This is erroneous, since these space and capital expenses are "fixed"
costs 4 in relation to a single commodity. Space and capital charges do,
of course, accumulate with the passage of time, but only in the aggregate.
From the standpoint of maximizing profits, the amount of these expenses
for a given period of time, such as a month or a year, is the static factor,
while the dollar gross margin earned by the commodity is the dynamic
factor. In other words, the amount of expense related to turn-over which
is allocated to a single commodity for a given period is a fixed expense
which will be neither increased if the turn-over of the item is stepped up
nor eliminated if the item is dropped. Since these are fixed expenses,
however, the net profits of the store will be enlarged if the dollar gross
margin earned by that commodity or by some other commodity substituted
for it is increased.
Ranking by dollar margins.—The objective of maximizing profits
could therefore be approached simply by ranking the commodities sold
in the store according to their dollar gross margin, and replacing those
bringing in the smallest dollar returns with others earning larger dollar
margins. This would be a much better approach than to judge relative
profitability on the basis of relative mark-up or turn-over rates or a
laissez-faire attitude. Such ranking, however, would not indicate certain
opportunities for maximizing profits which would be brought to light by
the cost-allocation method outlined in following paragraphs.
For example, two commodities have the same dollar gross margin, and
therefore appear to be equally profitable. One of these (item A), however,
occupies twice as much shelf space and requires twice as great an inventory
investment as the other (item B). The cost-allocation method (see p. 9)
would indicate that item A is relatively less profitable than item B. The
merchant might find that if item A were eliminated, the space and capital
thus made available could be used for carrying two new items, C and D,
so that the dollar gross margin obtained from items B, C, and D would
exceed that formerly obtained from A and B.
Of course, the relative gross margins for commodities A and B could
be ascertained, and their relative profitability in terms of their character4
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See appendix, p. 52, for a definition of fixed costs.

istics as regards use of space and capital could be determined by observation. But with many hundreds of items carried in stock in the typical
retail store, this observation method would not be an easy task. Cost
allocations would not impose a large additional burden of work—as compared with this dollar gross margin and observation method—and would
have the advantage of providing a quantitative measure of relative
profitability.

Cost-Allocation Method
A fairly simple method is needed for determining the relative profitability
of commodities in retail stores so that the retailer can avoid the abovementioned pitfalls of judgments which are based on mark-up rates, turnover rates, and average-expense ratios. But to devise a simple, workable,
and yet accurate technique is no easy task.
The retail cost-allocation method presented here, although simpler than
the procedures previously developed in the Bureau's Louisville Grocery
and National Drug Store Surveys, may still be rather difficult for most
retailers to apply. It is hoped, however, that this method is a step in the
direction of simplification, and that manufacturers, wholesalers, and others
interested in the retailer's welfare may be able to assist in its application.
Characteristics of retail costs.—Certain characteristics of retail costs
constitute one of the main obstacles to planning a workable and simple
cost-allocation method. For example, in the short run, and in relation to
the individual commodity, virtually the entire gamut of retailing expenses
is both "fixed" and "common." The "variable" and "separable" expenses
are usually of insignificant proportions. 5 That is, most of the costs in
a retail store, such as rent and wages, are incurred in common for the entire
range of commodities carried in the store. Thus, if a single item were
eliminated, practically no expenses would be reduced. Similarly, if a
single item were added, total expenses would not be affected.
Another factor that affects cost-allocation methods is that important activities or functions in a retail store may, in normal times, be rather consistently under-utilized. Such evidence as is available (see discussion
below), indicates, for example, that in the typical retail store the time of
employees is not utilized to capacity as regards commodities.
In contrast to this condition, the facilities for carrying merchandise in
stock are usually being utilized to capacity. This may be illustrated by
raising the question, "Why doesn't a retailer add any new items that will
yield any gross m a r g i n ? " The retailer is, in fact, constantly besieged to
do just that. Up to a point he might follow this course of action, but it is
apparent that somewhere along the line, there are limits to the process.
In the typical retail store, these limits are: chiefly imposed by space and
capital. While there is generally room for one additional item and while
5

For an explanation of these terms, see appendix, p. 52.
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credit would usually be available to carry that additional item, most stores
work fairly close to the limits of effective display space and capital and
credit utilization.
In fact, there are indications that many stores carry so many items that
they have gone beyond the limits of effective display. Thus, according to
the Bureau's National Drug Store Survey, the average drug store with its
numerous departments has all too little space for adequate display and
can always make use of any available space for greater display of really
profitable merchandise.6
Likewise, it was found in the Louisville Grocery Survey that, while an
appreciable reduction in the size of the inventory through elimination of
unprofitable items made little, if any, change in total expense, it did have
the important result of freeing space for a more efficient assembly of orders
and a more effective display of other items.7
Further, the maintenance of liquid buying funds enabling the merchant
to take advantage of cash discounts and favorable buying opportunities
in the market are important factors affecting the complete utilization of
credit and capital in some lines of trade.
As mentioned previously, in the typical store a large proportion of
employees' time normally is idle time—devoted neither to selling nor to
necessary nonselling activities. According to the Bureau's Distribution
Cost Study No. 2, for example, 31 percent of the clerks' time in a stationery
store was idle time.8 In another study, it was reported that 25 percent
of the time of pharmacists in 37 drug stores was idle time.9
True, the peak demand for customer service at certain parts of the day
is a central factor in determining the number of clerks needed, so that
there may frequently be an excess of clerk time available when few customers are in the store. Further, if selling activity increases sufficiently,
the merchant may need to hire additional clerks to handle the peak load,
even though there is idle time during slack periods with the lesser number
of clerks.
But the selling activity which affects the number of clerks needed and
the degree of utilization of their time is apparently determined by customer,
rather than commodity, characteristics. That is, it appears to be difficult
to trace any connection between the number of commodities carried in a
store and the number of clerks needed to serve the customers coming into
that store.
This becomes even more evident when attention is focused on the margin.
That is to say, clerk time is not being utilized at or near capacity as regards
6
Costs, Sales, and Profits in the Retail Drug Store. 1934. Domestic Commerce Series No.
90, p. 26. Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
7
Costs, Markets, and Methods in Grocery Retailing. 1931. Distribution Cost Studies No. 8,
p. 47. Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
8
Analyzing Retail Selling Time. 1928. Distribution Cost Study No. 2. Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
9
Journal of the American Pharmaceutical Association, Practical Pharmacy Edition. July
1940. Vol. I, No. 7, p. 265.
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the individual commodity in any store where the addition of one or a few
new commodities or the elimination of one or a few old commodities does
not affect total selling wages. Clerk time probably would be affected by
a change in the number of commodities carried in the store only if an
entire department or section were involved.
Where such a situation exists, selling wages are not allocated to individual commodities. This procedure is in accordance with the general
principle that the costs of those functions which are not being utilized at
or near capacity are not allocated to individual segments of sales, since
these costs would not be affected by either substitution or addition of
small segments of sales. 10
Of course, in those stores where clerk time is being utilized at or near
capacity so far as commodities are concerned, that is, where the aggregate
amount of wages would be affected by the addition or elimination of one
or a few items, clerk wages would be allocated to commodities. In larger
stores having specialized personnel, for instance, it is more likely that the
nonselling employees would be utilized at or near capacity in many
instances, and their wages would be allocated to commodities.
Accordingly, the only expenses that would be charged to commodities
in the typical retail store are the functional 11 costs involved in the maintenance of and investment in inventory. These are, in the main, rent (or
occupancy) and interest expenses. The amount of these functional costs
that is allocated to a commodity is a measure of the use that commodity
makes of the factors which are being utilized to capacity—use which
prevents some other items from being carried.
Costing techniques.—The actual technique of this method of making
a cost analysis in a retail store is as follows:
1. Space costs. For the purpose of allocating space costs, the total
store area is divided into two major parts: (a) Merchandise-display and
storage area, and (b) customer and service area. The latter consists of
the space normally unoccupied by merchandise, such as aisles and check-out
counters, which is used by the customers and by employees in serving
customers. The cost of the customer and service area is not charged to
commodities since the amount of space required depends on customer
characteristics, such as the number of customers, number of sales transactions, and customer peak loads. In some stores, this area may occupy
as much as 45 percent of the total store space.
The cost of the remaining area in the store—the space normally devoted
to merchandise display and storage—can be allocated to individual commodities on the basis of the number of square feet of display and storage
space occupied by, or reserved for, the maximum inventory of the item.
(In some cases cubic feet would be a better measure than square feet.)
10
Hawkins, E. R., Distribution Cost Analysis. July 1944. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, U. S. Department of Commerce (mimeographed bulletin).
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The total cost of the display and storage areas in the store divided by
the total number of square feet devoted to such space gives a cost per
square foot. This cost is then multiplied by the number of square feet of
space utilized by the individual item or group of items.
For greater refinement, the relative selling values of different shelf and
display locations in the store may be reflected in the space costs by a weighting which is established on the basis of experience and judgment. This
weighting, however, is a rather difficult process.
Space costs include rent—or the equivalent building costs if the building
is owned by the retailer—heat, and light. They also include depreciation of store fixtures and equipment, and miscellaneous store-maintenance
costs.
2. Inventory costs. These can be allocated to individual commodities
on the basis of their average inventory investment. The total inventory
costs divided by the total average inventory value gives a cost per dollar
of inventory value. This figure multiplied by the average inventory value
of the individual commodity or group of commodities gives its investment
costs, which consist of taxes and insurance on inventory and interest
expense.
For greater simplicity, in those cases where the investment costs are very
small, or where average inventory values of the various commodities do
not differ substantially, the investment costs may be combined with the
space costs and allocated together on the basis of space occupied. Or,
where it is difficult to measure the space occupied by each item, and relative
inventory values indicate relative space occupied by different items, the
space costs may be combined with the investment costs and allocated
together on the basis of average inventory value. Neither of these two
procedures, however, would be as accurate as the one in which space and
investment costs are allocated separately.
3. Direct costs. 12 In many kinds of retail stores some expenses can
be charged direct to specific departments, lines, or commodities. The
depreciation, maintenance, and other costs of specialized fixtures and
equipment, such as soda fountains, refrigerators, and coffee mills, can be
traced directly to the lines or departments benefited. Special supplies and
wrapping materials and taxes and licenses for specific commodities are
other examples of direct expense items.
Although these expenses may be relatively minor, they should be charged
direct whenever possible. In many cases it may be necessary to make
subsequent allocations to determine costs for individual brands or items.
For example, although coffee-mill expense is a direct cost of the entire
coffee line, it would have to be allocated on the basis of the number of
pounds ground to get costs by individual brands.
Relative profitability.—The total allocated and direct costs of carrying
a commodity are subtracted from its dollar gross margin. Any excess
12
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represents the commodity's contribution toward the remaining expenses of
running the store, and is also the measure of the item's relative profitability.
The dollar amount—not a percentage rate—of this excess of margin over
cost is the basis for comparison. Those items which show the smallest
excess of dollar gross margin over allocated costs are relatively unprofitable. Such comparisons can be made for all commodities in the store,
for the items within a single department, for groups of similar commodities,
or for different brands of the same commodity.
Unprofitable items.—Items that are revealed as relatively unprofitable
on the basis of these comparisons are tagged for remedial action by the
merchant. Such action may take the form of substitution of relatively more
profitable items, a change in the method of handling, or, in some cases,
elimination.
Possibly, of course, the item must be handled despite a relatively low
contribution because customers expect all stores to carry it, or for other
reasons. But in such instances, the merchant may be able to relegate these
commodities to less favorable shelf or display space or to reduce or eliminate merchandising efforts spent on them—reserving his space and efforts
for items which show a relatively greater contribution to profits.
If substitution is feasible, however, the merchant will search for a new
item that will yield a greater excess of gross margin over the allocated
space and inventory costs than the old commodity which is to be dropped.
If no such alternative product can be found, there is, of course, no point
in eliminating the relatively unprofitable item, since the expenses allocated
to the commodity are fixed costs and will continue, while the gross margin
earned by the item would be lost.

Illustration of Costing Method
An actual example, using figures taken from the Louisville Grocery
Survey, may serve to clarify the cost-allocation method outlined. In that
survey, space costs were combined with investment costs—the entire group
being called "maintenance costs"—and allocated to commodities as one
functional-cost group. Maintenance costs were allocated to commodities
as a single group on the basis of average inventory values.
Maintenance costs included rent, power, light and heat, insurance, interest
on merchandise investment, depreciation on store equipment (the latter two
are imputed costs rather than actual outlays), 1 3 licenses, repairs and cleaning, laundry and uniforms, and a portion of salaries representing time spent
on stock care. In the grocery department of one combination grocery store,
the total of these costs during a 6-weeks' period amounted to $169.06. This
total of $169.06 was divided by $1,258.62—the average total value of the
grocery department inventory during the period—giving a maintenance
cost of 13 cents per dollar of average inventory value.
13
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This amount was then multiplied by the average inventory value for each
item to get that item's share of the maintenance costs. The results of this
allocation for seven brands of packaged coffee are shown in table 1. In the
first column are the average inventory values, which multiplied by maintenance costs of 13 cents per dollar of average inventory give the allocated
maintenance costs, shown in column 2. The maintenance cost is subtracted
from the item's dollar gross margin, which is shown in column 4, and the
excess of gross margin over allocated costs is shown in column 5.
According to column 5, brand I is relatively the most profitable, followed
by brands G, F, H, and D. Brands E and J are relatively unprofitable and
are thus tagged for attention by the merchant. If the grocer can replace
these two brands of coffee with other products (either coffee or other items)
which will bring in a greater dollar gross margin, his net profits will, of
course, be increased. But if he cannot make this substitution, he will be
better off by continuing to carry these relatively unprofitable items.
In contrast with the above method for determining relative profitability,
reliance on mark-up rates as a basis for judging profitability would have
had entirely different and misleading results. Thus, brands E and J, which
have been shown to be the least profitable, would have been judged to be
relatively profitable, since, as shown in column 6, they carry rather high
mark-up rates. On the other hand, brand G, which earned the second highest
dollar excess of gross margin over allocated costs—namely, $5.87—would
have been judged to be the least profitable brand of coffee in this store,
since it has a mark-up rate of only 6 percent.
TABLE 1.—Relative profitability of seven brands of packaged coffee
•

Brand

D
E
F
G
H
I

J

(1)

(2)

(3)

Average
inventory
investment

Maintenance
cost
(1 x $0.13)

Value
of
sales

$2.48
1.3S
1.62
6.76
3.31
5.40
1.28

$0.32
.18
.21
.88
.43
.70
.17

$2.75
1.00
4.95
112.50
10.00
207.69
.45

(4)
Gross
margin

$0.39
.10
.78
6.75
.70
39.05
.05

(5)
Excess of
gross
margin over
maintenance
costs'
(4-2)
$0.07
—.08
.57
5.87
.27
38.35
—.12

(6)
Gross
margin as
percent of
sales
14.2
10.0
15.8
6.0
7.0
18.8
11.1

Source: Louisville Grocery Survey, Part III-A, Merchandising Characteristics of Grocery
Store Commodities, Distribution Cost Studies No. 11. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

On the basis of a comparison of the average operating-expense ratio for
the store as a whole—15.54 percent—with the gross margin rates, only
brands I and F would have been judged as profitable, while the others
would have been deemed to be unprofitable.
A ranking of the brands of coffee by either their relative dollar gross
margins as shown in column 4 or their sales volumes as shown in column 3
would provide a better indication of relative profitability than gross margin
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rates. In fact, in this case, a ranking by dollar gross margins would show
exactly the same results as the cost-allocation method as regards relative
brand positions, although it would not furnish a positive indication of which
were the relatively unprofitable brands.

Costing Groups of Commodities
Although in relation to one or a few commodities practically all costs in
a retail store are fixed, this is not true when considering a group of commodities. Suppose, for example, that the above-described method of cost
allocation revealed a fairly large group of commodities or an entire department as relatively unprofitable. A further analysis would then be needed
to separate into their "escapable" and "nonescapable" elements 14 all of
the expenses that have been allocated to the group of unprofitable commodities.
It may be found, for instance, if the entire group of unprofitable commodities were to be dropped, that some of the allocated expenses would
become escapable costs and could also be eliminated. Then, if the escapable expenses that could be saved exceeded the dollar gross margin that
would be given up, the retailer's net profits would be increased by dropping
this group of commodities. Such a decision may also free valuable space
for more effective display of the remaining, relatively more profitable items,
or for rendering more efficient service to customers.
To determine the most profitable course of action, however, this gain in
profits should be compared with the additional profits which might result
from replacing the unprofitable group of commodities with possible alternate commodities returning a larger dollar gross margin to the business.
But to substitute an entire group of commodities may entail an addition to
operating expenses. Therefore, a further analysis of the new escapable
costs may be needed to determine whether such a substitution would be
profitable.
For example, as a result of substituting new commodities for relatively
unprofitable ones, sales volume may increase to the point where additional
employees must be hired, in which case, the merchant should consider
the effect on wages of such substitution. This means that it may be necessary to estimate what the "capacity" of an employee is, at what percent
of capacity the employee is being utilized, and at what point of increase
in sales volume it will become necessary and profitable to add another
employee—all of which, of course, are difficult problems.
The foregoing discussion indicates that different kinds of cost analysis
are needed for different purposes. To maximize profits, the retailer should
carry in stock that combination of commodities which will provide the
greatest excess of dollar gross margin over costs. This can generally be
accomplished by substituting for those commodities that show the smallest
14
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excess of gross margin over allocated space and investment costs others
that will make a greater contribution over these fixed costs. Distribution
cost analysis thus can help small retailers to make commodity decisions
with the objective of maximizing profits.

Cost Analysis for the
Wholesaler
Although the basic techniques of distribution-cost analysis are the same
in wholesaling as in retailing, their application is more difficult—a reflection
of the more complex nature of wholesale trade as compared with retailing.
In the first place, the wholesaler has to make decisions in regard to
customers and territories, as well as commodities, in order to maximize
profits. Would the business be more profitable with or without certain
customers ? Would the business be more profitable with or without certain
additional or presently covered territories? Should salesmen cover this
territory more, and another one less, intensively? Would the business be
more profitable with or without a certain group of brands or commodity
departments? Should this brand be dropped and the efforts spent on it redirected to another? What is the minimum order size that it is profitable
to accept? In answering such questions as these, distribution-cost analysis,
together with measurements of market potentials, is a valuable aid.
The first step in any cost analysis is, of course, to determine the gross
margin and direct expenses associated with each segment of the business
whose relative profitability is being measured. In numerous cases, a wholesaler may be able to increase his net profits simply by eliminating or taking
other action in regard to those customers, commodities and territories whose
gross margin does not even cover their direct expenses.

Functional Classification
In most instances, however, the analysis must proceed further to identify
the unprofitable or relatively less profitable segments of the business. Since
most of the wholesaler's expenses are common or indirect, rather than
separable or direct, the next step is to set up a functional classification of
indirect expenses. 15
It is, of course, impossible to set up a functional classification which will
fit all wholesalers. For even wholesalers in the same trade perform different
functions, while the internal organizations of those who perform the same
functions vary widely. Accordingly, the functional classification which
will be shown later is meant to be illustrative, rather than all-inclusive.
Each wholesaler must make his own functional classification of expenses
to fit his particular situation.
15
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Looking at the activities of wholesaling in general, however, it can be
seen that a full-service wholesaler provides a warehouse and merchandisehandling equipment and invests in an inventory. He should also plan for
the most efficient flow of merchandise through this warehouse and on to
the customers. In other words, first, the wholesaler provides the capacity
(plant) for physically distributing merchandise, and, secondly, he carries
on the activities or work involved in its distribution.
In functional classifications used by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce in many of its previous studies, the costs associated with providing distribution capacity have been called the maintenance-cost group and
the costs of physical distribution the movement-cost group. In addition,
the costs of selling and other sales-promotion activities are classified in the
promotion function, while the cost of collections and related activities have
been put in the reimbursement group.
To facilitate their allocation to commodities or customers on the basis
of single factors, these four main functional-cost groups—maintenance,
movement, promotion, and reimbursement-—are subdivided. Maintenance
is divided into storage and investment groups. Similarly, the movement
group is broken down into handling, order routine, and delivery. The
promotion group is not further divided, but for purposes of allocation to
customers the reimbursement group is divided into payments and collections.
It is usually necessary to apportion many natural-expense l 6 items among
several functional-cost groups since they relate to more than one functional
activity. They are distributed by means of time study, space measurements,
16
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TABLE 2.—Classification of natural-expense items into functional-cost

groups

Expense items

Means by which naturalexpense items are assigned
to functional-cost groups

Functional-cost groups to
which natural-expense
items are assigned

Sales salaries and expense. .
Truck expense
Truck wages
Truck depreciation
Outside trucking
Warehouse wages
Office wages

Time study
Direct (to cost group)
do
do
.do.
Time study (or direct to cost
group).
do

Executive salaries
Rent
Storage (outside)
Warehouse repairs
Warehouse supplies
Insurance:
Property and equipment
Inventory
Personnel
Office expense
Utilities

Managerial estimate . .
Space measurement . . .
Direct (to cost group) ,
Managerial estimate . . ,
do

Order routine and promotion.
Handling (or delivery).
Do.
Do.
Do.
Handling, storage and investment.
Order routine, reimbursement,
or other functions.
All functional groups.
Do.
Storage.
Storage and handling.
Do.
All functional groups.
Investment.
All functional groups.
Order routine, reimbursement,
promotion, or other functions.
All functional groups.

Professional services
Taxes, inventory
Social security

Bad debts

.do.
Direct (to cost group)
Wages
Direct (to cost groups)
managerial estimate.

and

Some direct (to cost groups),
others to cost groups via
space measurement.
Managerial estimate
Direct (to cost group)
Add to wages
Direct (to cost group)

Functions benefited.
Investment.
All functional groups.
Reimbursement.
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counts, managerial estimates, and other methods. Table 2 illustrates how
some of the natural-expense items have been assigned to various functionalcost groups.

Partial Allocation
Not all functional cost groups are allocated either to commodities or
to customers. This is in accordance with the limiting-factors principle discussed in connection with cost analysis for the retailer. That is, the costs
of those functions which are not being utilized at or near capacity by either
customers or commodities are not allocated to customers or commodities,
since these costs would not be affected by either substitution or addition of
sales in the short run. For example, storage and investment costs would
usually not be allocated to customers, while credit and collection costs
would generally not be allocated to commodities.
From the standpoint of management's objective of maximizing profits,
nothing would be gained by making a full allocation of costs. In fact, there
are several disadvantages. For not only is the full-allocation procedure
more difficult than making a partial allocation, but also it may involve the
arbitrary assignment, on the basis of sales volume, of some indirect expenses that are not being used to capacity. This may have the effect of
making some commodities and customers with large sales volume and low
percentages of gross margin appear to be relatively unprofitable.
Actually, the amounts of the indirect expenses which have been allocated
on the basis of sales would not be affected by substitution, elimination, or
an increase in the sales of these segments in the short run. Thus, a meaningful relative profitability is obscured rather than revealed by a full allocation.
The desire for a full cost allocation may involve an erroneous conception
of the purpose of distribution-cost analysis. Some feel that if they know
the total or "real" cost of distribution, they can arrive at the proper price
by merely adding the desired net profit. If such a pricing procedure completely ignores demand, however, it may be worse than one which is not
based on any knowledge of costs. For if prices determined on this cost-plus
basis are too high, in the light of demand and competition, sales volume
may be lower than before, so that costs per unit will be higher than calculated and may not be covered even at the higher prices.
In the allocation procedures outlined in the following pages, bases are
suggested for assigning those functional-cost groups which would, at one
time or another, be allocated in accordance with the limiting-factors concept. However, not all these cost groups would be allocated in all wholesale houses. It may be difficult to determine which costs should be allocated
to customers or commodities in a given case because of the difficulty of
determining which functional activities were limiting factors. Therefore,
each distributor would need to decide on the basis of the particular circumstances in his business.
18

Allocation to Commodities
The functional-cost groups are allocated to commodities on the basis
of their utilization of the variable marketing activities giving rise to such
costs. In other words, the commodity is charged with the share, or portion,
of the variable marketing effort for which it is responsible. The bases
which have been used for allocating the functional-cost groups to commodities are as follows:
Storage.—The variable activity occasioning the expenses in the storage
function is the number of square or cubic feet of space occupied by the
merchandise inventory. Consequently, the measure of any commodity's
portion of the storage expense is its share of the space occupied.
Investment.—The variable activity responsible for the expense that
results from carrying an inventory is largely the amount of the total average
inventory value. Consequently, this expense may be allocated to each
commodity on the basis of the ratio of its average inventory value to the
total average inventory value.
Handling.—The variable activity of this function is the amount of merchandise handled. The expense of physically handling merchandise in the
warehouse—order assembly, receiving, shipping, and so on—is mainly
the cost of the time (man-hours) involved. The size, shape, weight, perishability, or nature of the package, and other factors, such as the position
of the commodity in the assembly line, are handling-cost determinants only
because they affect the time required to handle a single piece of merchandise.
Thus, by time study, a standard handling unit may be set up.
If the standard handling unit is a case of goods, for example, then barrels,
sacks, and other packages may be expressed as multiple or fractional handling units according to their time-of-handling relationship to that of the
case of goods (the standard unit). The standard handling unit should also
reflect differences in the relative time of handling various commodities
which result from their being stored in different positions in the warehouse.
Equipment and supply expenses, as well as wages, are included in the
handling-cost group, but since wages are the largest and probably the governing factor of the entire group, the amount of these expenses is added to
and distributed with wages.
Delivery.—For greater accuracy in allocation, the delivery function
should be divided into two subfunctions. The wage cost of loading and
unloading the truck can be allocated to commodities on the basis of the
number of standard handling units or the number of pieces of merchandise
delivered. The actual cost of "rolling the truck"—both truck and wage
costs—can be allocated to commodities on the basis of bulk or weight.
Where there are differences in the bulk or weight of the kinds of commodities which are delivered in various parts of the wholesaler's territory,
these commodities could be weighted by delivery zones. Thus, each unit
of bulk or weight in zone 2 would carry a weight of 2, and so on.
19

The cost of delivery by common carrier could, of course, be analyzed
from the freight bills and assigned directly to commodities.
Order routine.—The order-routine expense group includes the cost of
the time spent by salesmen in routine order taking, as distinguished from
promotion, as well as the cost of the time spent by office employees in the
billing process. As in the handling function, the total expense is mainly
one of time (wages). The total order-routine time tends to be larger or
smaller in accordance with the number of invoice lines processed. Consequently, a commodity's share in the total expense of the order-routine
function depends on its share of the total number of invoice lines. The
office-equipment-and-supply expenses associated with the order routine may
be added to and distributed with the wages.
Promotion.—Much sales-promotion effort by wholesale salesmen is
directed at customers rather than commodities. Promotional activities thus
may vary with customer characteristics and be only partly affected by commodity characteristics. Specific-product advertising costs should, of course,
be assigned directly to the products benefited.
Promotion costs can be allocated to commodities on the basis of relative
time or effort. The time spent by salesmen in commodity promotion can
be determined by managerial estimate or by a time study. Promotion cost
is charged to promoted commodities on the basis of the relative amount of
salesmen's time or effort spent in promoting each. The entire amount of
promotion cost is charged only to the commodities receiving promotion.
Reimbursement.—The reimbursement function is not directly affected
by commodity characteristics. That is, as far as the individual item is
concerned, new products could be added or old ones dropped without
affecting the total amount of the reimbursement activity or costs. The
aggregate amount of this functional activity is determined entirely by
customer characteristics. Consequently, the reimbursement cost is not allocated to products.
Summary of procedure.—Thus, there are certain data relating to the
commodity which must be known before commodity costs can be determined.
These are: (1) The average inventory value of the commodity, (2) the
amount of floor space it occupies, (3) the number of handling units of the
commodity that pass through the business, (4) the number of times the
commodity is sold (invoice lines), (5) the weight or bulk of the deliveries,
and, in some cases, (6) the proportion of sales time spent in promoting it.
These commodity characteristics determine the share of the various allocated
functional-cost groups to be assessed against the commodity.
The procedure in determining commodity cost, using investment expense
as an example, is then as follows: The total investment expense is divided
by the total average inventory value, in dollars, to obtain the investment
cost per inventory dollar. This figure, multiplied by a commodity's average
inventory value, gives the share of the commodity in the total investment
20

expense. Similarly, the share of the commodity in the other cost groups
is established.
The sum of its share of the various functional-cost groups plus any direct
costs is the total allocated commodity cost, which is subtracted from its
dollar gross margin; the difference indicates the relative profitability of
the commodity. Table 3 illustrates the basic procedure.
T A B L E 3.—Bases of wholesaler's

allocation

to commodities

and

customers

Bases of allocation
Functional costs
I. Maintenance:
A. Investment
B. Storage . .
I I . Movement:
A. Physical handling
B. Order routine
C. Delivery
I I I . Promotion
IV. Reimbursement:
A. Payments
B. Collections

To commodity

To customer

Average inventory value.
Floor space occupied.

(Not allocated)
Do.

Number of standard handling
units.

Number of invoice lines.
(Weighted by classes of customers).
Number of invoice lines.
Number of deliveries.
(Weighted by delivery zones).

Number of invoice lines.
1. Number of standard handling units.
2. Bulk or weight.
Amount of time spent in promotion (where allocated).
(Not allocated).
do

Number of sales calls.
Number of payments.
Average amount outstanding.

The procedure is the same whether costing commodity lines, departments,
or brands, differing merely in the matter of merchandise classification.
The wholesaler may cost individual items or brands or he can classify them
into a few departments or brand groups. The amount of detail depends
on the wholesaler's judgment of the value versus the expense of obtaining
the information.

Allocation to Customers
The process of customer costing is fundamentally the same as that of
commodity costing. As shown in table 3, the functional-cost groups used
in costing customers are basically the same as those used in costing commodities or brands. Not all of these cost groups are allocated to customers,
however, and the subdivisions and bases of allocation differ.
Maintenance.—Maintenance activities are only indirectly affected by
customer characteristics. It is true, of course, that maintenance costs on
commodities are related to turn-over rates, which depend partly on the
rates at which customers purchase a specific commodity. But many other
factors, such as the buying policies of the wholesaler, determine merchandise turn-over rates, and these are not related to customer characteristics.
Furthermore, maintenance costs would not ordinarily be allocated to
customers because, so far as the individual customer is concerned, excess
capacity usually exists in the investment and storage functions. That is,
individual customers could be added or dropped—up to a certain point,
of course—without affecting the aggregate amount of the maintenance costs.
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Movement.—The movement function is affected by both customer and
commodity characteristics. Weight, bulk, and perishability are commodity
characteristics affecting the amount of movement effort or activity for which
the customer is not responsible unless he purchases only certain particularly
weighty, bulky, or perishable commodities. The frequency and size of his
orders, however, are characteristics affecting the variable amount of movement activity for which the customer is wholly responsible.
Thus, if there are no important variations in the kinds of commodities
purchased by different classes of customers, i. e., where all customers purchase substantially the wholesaler's full line, the number of his invoice
lines over a period is the measure of each customer's responsibility for
handling cost.
Where some classes of customers purchase only certain particularly
weighty, bulky, or otherwise expensive-to-handle commodities, the number
of standard handling units or the number of invoice lines weighted for
different classes of customers would be a better basis of allocation. For
example, a wholesale grocer who sold only flour and sugar to bakers might
establish a weight of three or four for each invoice line of this class of
customers as compared with a weight of one for each invoice line of ordinary retail grocers.
The customer who buys less frequently and in larger quantities thus
is charged with less handling cost—as a percentage of sales—than the
customer in his same class who over a period buys the same volume but
more frequently and in smaller amounts. In other words, the latter customer is assessed with a larger handling cost in proportion to the larger
number of individual physical handlings of merchandise for which he is
responsible.
The order-routine part of movement expenses, like the handling expense,
depends on the number of invoice lines, which, as an allocation basis,
reflects the customer characteristics of frequency and amount of purchase.
Delivery activity and expense varies according to the customer characteristics of delivered-order weight or bulk, frequency of delivery, and
distance. Where delivered-order weight or bulk and delivery-distance differences are not great as between customers, the cost of delivery may be
charged against individual customers on the basis of number of deliveries.
Where only delivery-distance differences as between customers are great,
the customers can be classified by zones with costs per delivery weighted
by distance. Where both weight or bulk and distance differences are significant, the ton-mile basis may be used. (It is not an easy task, however,
to compute ton-miles by customers.)
Promotion.—Promotion expense is assigned to customers on the basis
of the number of sales calls (whether orders are obtained or not) because
customer-promotion cost covers mainly that part of the salesman's effort
devoted to general merchandising. In assigning this cost to customers on
this basis, the view is taken that the salesman makes a promotion effort
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during every sales call. Where travel distances as between customers are
significant, the same classification of customers by zones which is used
for weighting cost per delivery by distance, probably can be used to establish a similar weighting of cost per salesman's call.
Reimbursement.—Reimbursement expense is the cost of the clerical
effort used in recording sales and collections and the financial cost of carrying accounts and making collections. The clerical portion of this expense
is allocated on the basis of the number of payments made by customers,
and the financial portion varies in accordance with the average amount
outstanding.
S u m m a r y of procedure.—Thus, the bases used in allocating the
functional-cost groups; to a customer or customer class are as follows:
(1) The number of invoice lines on all of his orders for the period, (2) the
number of deliveries made to him, (3) the number of sales calls, (4) the
number of payments he has made, and (5) the average amount of outstandings against his account. These factors are used in allocating to the
customer a share of each of the functional-cost groups. The combined
customer shares of all the allocated functional-cost groups plus any direct
costs gives the total customer cost, which, deducted from the gross margin
received from that customer, indicates his relative profitability.

Unprofitable Commodities and
Customers
After the costs have been allocated as outlined above, a ranking of the
individual customers or customer classes and commodities or commoditygroups, in the order of the amount of their excess of dollar gross margin
over allocated costs, will disclose the relatively unprofitable ones. Those
with the smallest excess of margin over costs—or those where the allocated!
costs exceed the margin—are the relatively unprofitable commodities and
customers. Management will focus its attention on these for remedial action.
Converting losses into profits.—Also, an examination of the
functional-cost data may reveal the existence of inefficient operating routines
and furnish clews for improvement. The resulting reduction of certain
functional unit costs may change some segments of sales which were found
to be relatively unprofitable into a source of profit. For example, an
improvement in the warehouse and office routine for handling orders may
reduce the average cost per invoice line, so that it is profitable to handle
small orders which were formerly a source of loss.
An increasing number of wholesalers, especially in certain fields such
as groceries, are taking steps to coordinate the complementary wholesale
and retail functions. They are doing this by establishing closer relations
with their retailers through such organizational devices as voluntary groupsOne of their objectives in establishing closer relations with selected retailers
is the performance of the wholesale functions at lower expense.
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One study showed that, for many wholesalers, coordination facilitated
reduced operating expenses in performing the following functions:
1. Buying—because the wholesaler can be assured of an outlet for his goods. He
knows what, when, and how much the retailers will buy.
2. Warehousing and delivery—because the wholesaler knows the nature, amount, and
frequency of retailers' orders, and plans operations accordingly.
3. Selling—because the effort to sell merchandise tends to be reduced by effective
coordination.
4. Office—because the expense of the office processes tends to depend largely on the
number of invoice lines, which under coordination are increased in value. The burden
of office work is steadied, and can be better organized.17

But after all inefficiencies have been eliminated or minimized, some customers and commodities may still show up as relatively unprofitable. The
gross margin obtained from these sales may be too low, or some of the
allocated functional costs may be out of line. The most obvious way to
determine which margins and functional costs are out of line is, first, to
express them as percentages of net sales. Then these margins and detailed
percentage costs by functions for each unprofitable product or customer
group can be compared with similar margins and functional costs of profitable commodities and customers.
The functional costs which are out of line indicate the directions in
which action can be taken to convert losses into profits. Some of the
methods by which the losses on relatively unprofitable products can be
eliminated or minimized are outlined:
1. Reduce inventory by reducing purchase quantity. Cost analysis serves
to concentrate attention on those specific lines and items which are unprofitable because of excessive inventories in relation to their sales volume.
2. Cooperative arrangements can be made among competitors in a given
market to handle slow-moving stock. A separate agency may be set up to
handle certain exceedingly slow-moving items that must be carried. Also,
arrangements may be made for each competitor to concentrate on a few of
these products with agreements to sell them to one another at low cost.
In both cases, a substantial reduction in the total inventory carried in a
given market can be achieved. These plans should appeal especially to
wholesalers in such lines as automotive parts, mill supplies, and drugs and
pharmaceuticals.
3. Buy certain products on a consignment basis. If the risk of spoilage,
obsolescence, or the mere failure to sell is substantial, the advantage of being
able to return unsold merchandise to its owners without liability may make
it more profitable for the distributors to handle such merchandise.
4. Increase—or decrease—advertising and promotion.
5. Increase—or decrease—the price. (A discussion of these two points
will be found in the section on the manufacturers' conversion of losses into
profits.)
17
Effective Grocery Wholesaling. 1941. p. 22. Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
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Small orders and units of sale (invoice-line extensions) are so obviously
a source of loss that even without the support of exact knowledge as to costs
many wholesalers have taken steps to remedy the situation. With cost data
showing the dividing line between relatively profitable and unprofitable
orders and the extent of the loss on the relatively unprofitable orders, wholesalers are more keenly aware of the need for action. The experience of
distributors who have made attempts to reduce the small-order problem
show that many lines of action are possible, and that the problem is susceptible to control. Some of the methods used in eliminating or minimizing
the losses on small orders are listed:
1. Devise an entirely different routine to handle small orders.
2. Charge a service fee for handling orders below a minimum size.
3. Offer quantity discounts on larger orders.
4. Refuse to handle orders below a minimum size.
5. Offer a bonus to salesmen for orders above a minimum size, or penalize
salesmen for orders below a certain size.
6. Educate customers as to correct buying policies and the advantage,
to them, of giving large orders. Show customers the higher cost, to themselves, of frequent orders and the loss they suffer from "outs."
Customers may be relatively unprofitable for reasons other than small
orders. Steps taken by wholesalers with respect to relatively unprofitable
customers are given below:
1. Try to sell the "full line" to customers who are unprofitable because
of adverse selection of purchases.
2. Solicit customers less frequently, or solicit by mail or phone.
3. Increase the promotional effort directed at certain customers.
E l i m i n a t i o n of unprofitable customers.—When a group of customers are discovered to be relatively unprofitable and corrective measures are
being investigated, the wholesaler should not overlook the possibility that
the best course of action may be to eliminate the unprofitable sales—even
though other sales cannot be substituted for them immediately.
The kind of cost analysis discussed earlier serves to answer the question:
Which are the relatively unprofitable customers? An additional analysis
is necessary when the wholesaler seeks the answer to the question: How
would the expenses and profits of the entire business be affected if the
unprofitable customers were eliminated?
To answer this latter question, the costs which were allocated to the unprofitable segments of sales must be separated into their escapable and
nonescapable components. Stated in another way, it is necessary to estimate the marginal costs, 18 or the decrease in total expenses which will
result from the elimination of the unprofitable sales.
In any such analysis, the wholesaler must rely on his judgment and
knowledge of the business when separating the escapable and nonescapable
18

For a definition of marginal costs, see appendix, p. S3.
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expenses, since there is no hard-and-fast distinction between these two categories. Whether a given expense item should be classified as an escapable
or nonescapable expense depends on the relative amount and permanency
of the anticipated change in sales volume, as well as on the circumstances
in the particular business, such as the contractual arrangements.
To illustrate this type of analysis, two hypothetical cases are presented—
each concerning a wholesaler with annual sales volume of $2,000,000. In
the first case, shown in table 4, the wholesaler, after allocating costs to
individual customers, discovers that 350 of them, accounting for annual
sales of $80,000 and yielding a gross margin of $8,000, are unprofitable.
The allocated costs of $19,050 were more than twice as great as the grossmargin yield from these customers.
Having investigated all other possible courses of action and having come
to the decision that these customers could not be turned into a source of
profit, the wholesaler sought to determine whether he could increase his net
profits by eliminating this entire group of customers. Accordingly, he
analyzed the allocated expenses in detail, separating them into their escapable and nonescapable elements as shown in columns 2 and 3 of table 4.
After determining which individual expense items can be eliminated, the
total amount is obtained by addition. Then the total expense that can be
saved is compared with the gross margin that will be lost as a result of
giving up these customers.
The excess of expenses saved over gross margin lost is the amount of net
savings—or the addition to net profits—that will result from elimination
of the unprofitable customers. In the case shown in table 4, total expenses
TABLE 4.—Wholesaler's analysis of elimination of unprofitable customers
[Net sales, $80,000; gross margin, $8,000]
Functional-cost group
I. Handling:
1. Wages
2. Supplies and equipment expense
3. All other
I I . Delivery:
1. Wages . . . .
2. Gas, oil, etc.
3. All other . .

III. Order routine:
1. Wages
2. Supplies and equipment expense
3. All other
IV. Promotion:
1. Sales salaries . . .
2. Traveling expense;
3. All other
,
V. Reimbursement:
1. Salaries
2. Supplies and equipment expense
3. All other
VI.
Total costs
Gross margin given up
Difference
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Allocated
costs

Escapable
costs

$3,750
200
50

$2,400
50

3,600
800
500

3,600
800

3,200
600
100

3,200
100

3,000
500
50

2,000
500

2,400
200
100

2,400
50

19,050

15,100

Nonescapable
costs
$1,350
150
50

500
500
100
1,000

50

8,000

+ 7,100

150
100
3,950

saved amount to $15,100 while the gross margin given up is only $8,000.
Thus, it would be clearly profitable to drop these customers since the excess
of savings in expense over margin given up, i. e., addition to net profits,
amounts to $7,100.
Elimination of unprofitable customers, in addition to the saving in expenses, makes available for other use a certain amount of marketing capacity. This capacity consists of that portion of the costs allocated to the
unprofitable customers which could not be eliminated, i. e., the nonescapable
costs shown in the third column of table 4. The use of this capacity for
other purposes may, of course, enable the wholesaler to increase his profits
by even more than was indicated in the example.
A decision to stop serving unprofitable customers can have far-reaching
effects on the business, and the wholesaler may need to consider still other
factors than those indicated in the analysis. For example, in plotting on
a map the new sales and delivery routes, it may be found after elimination
of the unprofitable customers that a few customers, hitherto judged as profitable, will be isolated in respect to the remaining customers and therefore
will become more expensive to serve.
This might readily occur where most of the unprofitable customers are
in the outlying fringes of the wholesaler's territory or in a distant town.
Such a situation suggests a set of alternative courses of action:
1. Can he find other profitable customers near these isolated ones to
share the fixed-expense burden? To do so may add to his variable expenses
in that missionary activity is involved.
2. Can he reduce the number of sales calls and deliveries to these isolated
customers and still retain their volume?
3. If he cannot accomplish the above, would he be better off with, or
without, these isolated customers?
A choice between the first two alternatives—or an effort to adopt both—
can be made by management on the basis of its thorough knowledge of the
business and its possibilities. The decision that it would be profitable, or
unprofitable, to drop the now isolated customers would be based on another marginal-cost analysis similar to the previous one.
As regards an individual customer, however, probably the only marginal
or escapable expenses are the commissions and the gas, oil, and so on,
which can be saved by eliminating that one customer from the route. That
is, in relation to any one customer, even the wage costs of selling and
delivery time are usually nonescapable costs. The rest of the analysis is
exactly the same as in judging the effects of dropping a group of unprofitable customers—involving a comparison of gross margin given up and
expense saved.
E l i m i n a t i o n of unprofitable c o m m o d i t i e s . — I n the case shown in
table 5, the wholesaler, after analyzing his costs, found that a group of
commodities responsible for a sales volume of $200,000 and earning $26,300
gross margin were relatively unprofitable. That is, the total allocated costs
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of $39,800 exceeded the gross margin. However, knowing that all of these
allocated expenses could not be saved if this entire group of commodities
were to be dropped, the wholesaler separated them into their nonescapable
and escapable elements as shown in columns 2 and 3 of table 5.
The wholesaler found that the total escapable expenses amounted to only
$23,800, while the gross margin that would be lost if the commodities were
dropped amounted to $26,300. Clearly, it would not be profitable to drop
this entire group of commodities. He would be better off with them than
without them, even though they are relatively unprofitable, since their gross
margin at least covers their marginal or escapable costs.
The original cost analysis, however, showed that in the group some products were relatively more unprofitable than others. Therefore, the wholesaler should next consider dropping different portions of the entire group—those which were relatively most unprofitable. By working up from the
worst and making analyses similar to the above, the wholesaler may find
that it would be profitable to drop some of these commodities.
TABLE 5.—Wholesaler's analysis of elimination of unprofitable
[Net sales, $200,000; gross margin, $26,300]
Functional-cost group
I. Storage:
1. Rent, etc.
2. All other
I I . Investment:
1. Insurance on inventory
2. Taxes, etc
3. All other
I I I . Handling:
1. Wages
2. Supplies
3. Equipment expense
4. Space charges
5. All other
IV. Delivery:
1. Wages . .
2. All other
V. Order routine:
1. Wages (buying, office)
2. Equipment and supply expense
VI.
Total costs
Gross margin given up
Difference

Allocated
costs

commodities

Escapable
costs

Nonescapable
costs
$5,000
2,000

$5,000
2,000

400
500
600

700
500
600

$300

9,000
500
2,200
1,000
800

8,000
500

7,200
1,600

7,200
600

8,000
700

7,200

800
700

39,800

23,800

16,000

1,000
2,200
1,000
800
1,000

26,300
—2,500

As in the case of unprofitable customers, the cost analyses are only one
of the relevant guides to be considered; other factors cannot be ignored.
For example, it is obvious that some commodities or brands cannot be
eliminated even though they are found to be relatively unprofitable with
their escapable costs exceeding their gross margin—since the wholesaler's
customers may expect to find them available. There may be a tendency,
however, to overemphasize the importance of this factor.
Finally, it is only during periods of subcapacity operation or only so
long as there is excess capacity in plant, equipment, or personnel that the
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wholesaler is better off with a group of relatively unprofitable commodities
or customers than without them. And such a decision must be reconsidered
before replacement or expansion of the facilities contributing to current
nonescapable costs. For if the volume of business should increase to the
point where the pressure on existing facilities necessitates expansion, it may
be better to eliminate the relatively unprofitable customers or commodities
rather than to expand. Merchandising decisions should be made simultaneously with decisions as to addition or replacement of warehouse, equipment, and so on.
Substitution.—In order to decide whether profits can be increased by
substituting certain new customers and commodities for those which analysis has revealed as relatively unprofitable, the wholesaler should compare the dollar gross margin which he estimates can be obtained from these
new sales with that obtained from the old. Any estimated increase in dollar
gross margin will, in general, represent a clear addition to net profits. This
is based on the assumption that the costs which have been allocated to the
unprofitable segments of sales will be unaffected by the substitution of
new sales.
This may not always be the case, however, especially if a number of new
commodities or customers, or both, are being substituted for a rather large
segment of unprofitable sales. In relation to a large segment of sales some
of the costs which have been allocated may be escapable. The escapable
or marginal costs associated with the new sales might be greater or less than
the escapable costs allocated to the relatively unprofitable segment of sales.
Consequently, in determining whether the substitution would be profitable, the wholesaler, through his intimate knowledge of the business, must
determine whether the new sales will result in an increase or a decrease in
his aggregate expenses, or whether this new business will merely absorb the
capacity made available by dropping the present relatively unprofitable
business. This means, in effect, that: an additional cost analysis is necessary.
For the purpose of this latter analysis, the wholesaler might set up other
tables similar to tables 4 and 5. In columns 1 and 3 would be entered
total allocated costs and nonescapable costs, as determined by previous
analysis, for those segments of sales for which substitutes are being considered. The wholesaler would then estimate what the new escapable costs
and gross margins would be if he utilized the nonescapable costs shown in
column 3 for handling alternative commodities or customers, as the case
may be.
These estimates, which, of course, would be based on a market analysis
as well as on a cost analysis, would be entered in the second column. If this
new analysis indicated that there would be a greater excess of gross margin
over the new escapable costs, it would be profitable to eliminate the old
commodities or customers and substitute the alternative ones, if it were
possible to do so.
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Cost Analysis lor t h e
Manufacturer
The application of the basic techniques of distribution-cost analysis becomes even more difficult for the manufacturer than it was for the wholesaler and retailer. The basic procedures or steps involved, which will be
discussed later, are outlined here:
1. The separable, or direct, expenses are measured and assigned direct
to customers or commodities.
2. The common, or indirect, expenses are allocated or assigned to
functional-cost groups.
3. The factors which measure the variable activity of the various functions are identified, and the amounts of these factors, in the aggregate, are
determined.
4. A measurement is made of the share of the variable activity of each of
these functional-cost groups which is utilized by the segment of sales whose
cost is being measured.
5. The ratio of the share of the activity of the function that is being
utilized by a segment of sales (step 4) to the total quantity of the activity
of that function (step 3) indicates the portion of the cost of that function
which is allocated to that segment of sales.
6. The excess of dollar gross margin over the sum of the direct expenses
and the shares of the various functional-cost groups allocated to a commodity or customer or other segment of sales indicate its relative profitability.

Direct Expenses
In contrast to the usual situation in wholesaling and retailing, the separable, or direct, expenses of a manufacturer may constitute a significant
proportion of the total costs associated with a specific segment of sales.
This may be especially true of an organization engaging in extensive marketing activities, where separate sales departments are maintained for selling
specific product groups and for soliciting specific customer classes.
In such an instance, if the primary-expense accounts are kept in sufficient
detail originally, or if provisions are made for subsequent divisions or
subclassifications of the primary-expense accounts, many selling expenses
may be assigned direct to either a product or a customer class.
For example, when a single product group is sold through a single sales
department to several classes of customers, the classification of the primary
accounts by sales departments will automatically assign the expense to the
product, and this expense can then be allocated to customer classes and to
individual customers. Likewise, when several product groups are sold
through a single sales department to a single customer class, the classification of the primary-expense accounts by sales departments will automatically
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assign these selling expenses to customers and the expense can then be
allocated to products.
To illustrate, the sales department of a rubber manufacturer might be
organized so that it contains many specific product and customer subdepartments as shown below.19
Specific product solicitation departments:
Tire division—
Pneumatic passenger casings and tubes.
Pneumatic truck casings and tubes.
Tractor and implement casings and tubes.
Solid tires.
Automobile accessories.
Mechanical rubber goods division—
Molded and extruded rubber goods.
Printers' supplies.
Conveyor belting.
Hose.
Packing.
Heels and soles.
Hard rubber.
Footwear.
Tiling.
Rubber thread..
Rubberized fabrics.
Sundries.
Specific customer solicitation departments:
Original equipment or manufacturers.
Dealers.
Jobbers.
National accounts.
Commercial accounts.
Mail order.
Chain stores.
Retail.
Consumer cooperative.
Government.
Bus mileage.

.

Direct charges to primary-expense accounts under each one of these subdepartments would be made wherever possible. This applies not only to
such sales-solicitation expenses as salesmen's salaries, commissions, and
traveling expenses, but also to such other items as advertising, transportation, packing, and shipping, which may be similarly subdivided. Also, it
19
Uniform Accounting Manual for the Rubber Manufacturing Industry. 1933. The Rubber
Manufacturers' Association, Inc.
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may be possible to further divide some or all of these sales departments into
home office, district, and branch fields, so that there will be a direct charge
of some expenses to territories as well as to products and customers.
Such a detailed classification of accounts and recording of expense items
undoubtedly entails much additional work. It results, however, in less
work in the allocation of common expenses and in more accurate analyses
of distribution costs.

Functional Classification
Although the proportion of direct costs may frequently be significant,
the greater part of the manufacturer's distribution costs are likely to be
indirect, as in the case of wholesaling and retailing. To facilitate their
allocation, as well as for purposes of expense control, these indirect expenses are classified into functional-cost groups.
The basis of the functional classification which would be used by any
given manufacturer is a study of the marketing activities performed by
that manufacturer. It is important that the functional classification be
sufficiently detailed so that the work performed in any one function will
be of the same general kind. Such homogeneity facilitates the assignment
of an entire functional-cost group by the use of a single factor of allocation,
as will be described hereafter.
The classification of indirect expenses by functions is in many respects
similar to the process of classifying direct expenses by sales departments.
The difficulties encountered in both cases are similar. It is by no means
as easy to determine outlay in terms of functions as it is in terms of the
so-called natural-expense accounts. The difficulty lies in the fact that
payments are often made simultaneously for the materials and equipment necessary to the performance of several functions. And when personnel performs more than one function in the regular routine of work,
similar problems arise.
There can be little doubt that to aggregate the money paid out to
employees under a single pay-roll heading and to do the same for supplies
and for space and equipment charges is ordinarily simpler than a classification based on functions. But such a classification does not permit an
allocation of the indirect expenses to commodities and to customers, nor
does it provide an adequate basis for measuring efficiency and for controlling expenses.
Those natural expenses which cannot be assigned in their entirety to
the various functions can be subdivided on the basis of time studies, space
measurements, managerial estimates, and so on. The increased cost and
effort of preparing functional-cost classifications may be much more than
offset by the advantages of improved cost control, as well as by the
advantages of cost analysis.
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Manufacturers, especially those serving wide markets and selling a
number of products, may have complicated distributing organizations and
may engage in a wide range of marketing activities. Consequently, it is
difficult to set forth a widely representative functional classification of
distribution expenses.
For illustrative purposes, however, the following example of a functional
classification of distribution expenses for a rubber manufacturer is shown. 20

FUNCTIONAL

CLASSIFICATION
RUBBER

OF

DISTRIBUTION

EXPENSES

FOR A

MANUFACTURER

1. Investment in finished goods:
Taxes on stock.
Insurance on stock.
2. Storage of finished goods (portions of following expenses applying
to factory, branch, and district warehouses) :
Rental expense, or
Maintenance and repairs to buildings.
Taxes on buildings.
Insurance on buildings.
Depreciation on buildings.
Heat, light, and power.
Outside storage space.
3. Inventory control, finished goods:
Salaries—stock-record clerks.
Salaries-—merchandise distribution (allocation of stock to district
and branch warehouses and preparation of orders on factory).
Overhead—space, equipment, supplies, and supervision charges.
4. Order assembly (physical h a n d l i n g ) :
Salaries—warehouse labor.
Overhead—space, equipment, supplies, and supervision charges.
5. Packing and shipping:
Material.
Labor.
Overhead.
6. Transportation (on merchandise shipped from factory or branch to
customer and from branch to branch, and on returned goods):
Freight.
Truck.
Express.
Parcel post.
Transportation on consigned merchandise, factory to branch.
20
The functions and the primary-expense accounts are based, in part, on those suggested by
the Uniform Accounting Manual for the Rubber Manufacturing Industry, which was cited in
footnote 19, p. 31.

7. Sales solicitation (Special commodity or customer subdepartments
or subfunctions will be set up according to the operating organization of the company., each with the following primary-expense
accounts):
Salaries—salesmen.
Commissions—salesmen.
Commissions—agents.
Commissions—brokers.
Traveling expenses—salesmen.
Entertainment—salesmen.
Overhead (Except for the second account below, these overhead
accounts would not, of course, be set up by commodity or customer
subdepartments) :
Salaries—sales executives.
Salaries—merchandise-department managers.
Salaries—district and branch managers.
Sales employment and personnel.
Sales training.
Sales research.
Sales engineering service.
Adjustment.
Sales records.
Space and equipment charges.
8. Advertising:
Advertising space:
Newspapers.
Magazines.
Posters.
Outdoor signs.
Electric signs.
Advertising agency services.
Art work—outside.
Radio.
Displays.
Motion pictures.
Electros.
Overhead:
Salaries—advertising managers and assistants.
Advertising expenses.
Space and equipment charges.
9. Order entry:
Salaries—clerical (allocated portion).
Overhead—space, equipment, supplies, and supervision charges.
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10. Credit extension:
Salaries—clerical
Overhead—space,
11. Billing:
Salaries—clerical
Overhead—space,
12. Accounts receivable:
Salaries—clerical
Overhead—space,

(allocated portion).
equipment, supplies, and supervision charges.
(allocated portion).
equipment, supplies, and supervision charges.
(allocated portion).
equipment, supplies, and supervision charges.

Allocation to Products and Customers
After the indirect costs have been classified by functions, they are allocated on the basis of utilization by products and customers of the variable
activities giving rise to these costs, just as in the case of wholesaling. The
principle followed is to charge the product or customer with the cost of
its share of the variable activity of each functional-cost group; that is,
the cost of the portion of the variable marketing effort for which it is
responsible.
The identification of the variable activity which is involved in each
functional-cost group and the broad relationship between the functional
costs and the characteristics of products and customers are often evident
merely from study. Some functional activities vary according to certain
characteristics of the commodity and are not greatly affected by customer
characteristics. Others vary primarily according to certain customer characteristics regardless of what product is being purchased.
For example, the variable activity involved in the storage and investment
functions depends almost solely on the bulk, weight, perishability, and
inventory value of the product stored, and is affected but little by the
customer who buys the product. Similarly, the credit function will vary
according to the financial integrity and other credit characteristics of
customers with little regard to the nature of the commodity on which
credit was extended.
As regards still other functional-cost groups, the broad relationship
between these costs and product and customer characteristics is more
complicated. For there is every shade of combination of customer responsibility and commodity responsibility for the variable activity and, therefore, the amount of expense, within the different functional-cost groups.
Those functional activities which vary entirely with customer characteristics are not allocated to commodities, and, conversely, those related
solely to commodity characteristics are not allocated to customers. Some
functional-cost groups would usually be allocated to both customers and
commodities. And in line with the limiting-factors concept, which was
discussed on page 18, not all functional costs are allocated to either customers or commodities.
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Allocations to customers and commodities were made as distinct, yet
parallel, operations in the wholesaling examples given. With most manufacturers, however, these two allocations would be related processes, as
will be shown later.
Using the same functional-cost groups that were set up for rubber manufacturers, bases that could be used for allocating costs to products and
to customers are illustrated in table 6. Not all of these cost groups would
be allocated in all firms. Each distributor would need to decide which
functional activities were limiting factors, and, consequently, which functional-cost groups should be allocated to commodities and customers in
view of the particular circumstances in his business.

TABLE 6.—Bases of manufacturer's allocation to commodities and customers
Bases of allocation
Functional-cost groups
To commodities
1. Investment in finished goods
2. Storage of finished goods . ..
3. Inventory control, finished
goods
4. Order assembly (handling).
5. Packing and shipping.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Transportation.
Selling
Advertising
Order entry
Billing
Credit extension
Accounts receivable

To customers

Average inventory value
Floor space occupied

(Not allocated).
Do.

Number of invoice lines
Number of standard handling
units.
Weight or number of shipping units.
do
Time studies
Cost of space, etc. of specific
product advertising.
Number of invoice lines.
do
(Not allocated).
do

Do.
Number of invoice lines.
Weight or number of shipping
units.
Do.
Number of sales calls.
Cost of space, etc. of specific
customer advertising.
Number of orders.
Number of invoice lines.
Average amount outstanding.
Number of invoices posted.

Many of the bases of allocation shown in table 6 are the same as those
discussed in connection with wholesaling (table 3 ) , since the relationship
between the functional-cost groups and the product and customer characteristics affecting them is also the same. Some of the functional classifications and their bases of allocation illustrated in table 6, however, are
different from those shown in the wholesaling example. These are discussed
below on following pages:
Inventory control.—The function of inventory control of finished
goods includes the cost of allocating stock to branch and district warehouses
and of preparing orders on the factory, as well as the salary and other
costs of stock-record clerks. The variable activity giving rise to the expenses of this function conforms most closely to the number of postings
made to the perpetual-inventory records, that is, to the number of invoice
lines. Consequently, this cost is allocated to products or product lines or
departments on the basis of the relative number of invoice lines.
Since the variable activity of inventory control is only remotely, if at all,
affected by customer characteristics, in most cases this function would not
be allocated to customers. In other words, customers could be added or
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eliminated—within broad limits, of course—without affecting the aggregate
inventory-control expense.
P a c k i n g a n d shipping.—Where possible, this functional-cost group
should be assigned direct to each product group. Thus, the amount of
shipping material used by each product group can often be determined
by direct measurement. Shipping labor also can often be applied specifically to product groups and subgroups, through labor-time tickets. And
the overhead or indirect portion of this expense can be allocated on the
direct labor-dollar basis.
Where it is not feasible to assign these costs directly, periodic tests should
be made of the labor-and-materials cost per ton necessary to ship each
product subgroup. The expense of this function can then be prorated to
products by multiplying the tonnage of shipments in each product classification by the shipping rate per pound determined through the test. Where
weight is not available for any product group, a shipping unit (package,
etc.) may be used as a basis for allocating these costs to products.
The shipping rates per pound multiplied by the corresponding tonnage
of shipments in each product subgroup to each customer class can be
used to allocate these costs to customers. Or, if this is not feasible, an
average shipping rate per pound or per unit for all products combined
multiplied by the tonnage of shipments to customers would give the packing
and shipping costs by customer classes.
Transportation.—Where possible, transportation charges should be
analyzed from the freight bills and an average rate per ton computed for
each product subgroup. Transportation expense can then be assigned
direct to products by multiplying the tonnage of shipments in each product
classification by this average rate per ton. Where weight is not available
for a product group, a unit may be used similar to that set up for allocating
packing and shipping expenses to products.
Similarly, where possible, transportation charges should be analyzed
from the freight bills and assigned direct to customer classes or to individual customers. If this is not feasible, then the rates per ton for major
product groups multiplied by the corresponding tonnages delivered to each
customer class—or an average rate per ton for all products combined
multiplied by tonnages delivered to customer classes—can be used to allocate transportation costs to customers.
Where the manufacturer makes deliveries by his own trucks, the bases
suggested for allocating the wholesaler's delivery costs (page 21) can
be used.
Advertising.—Specific product advertising should be assigned directly
to major product groups. Further allocation should be made directly to
product subgroups or lines or individual items advertised on the basis of
the cost of space used for each. Likewise, specific customer advertising
should be assigned directly to the particular customer classifications involved. When product subgroups or lines are mentioned in a customer
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advertisement, allocation should be made to the appropriate products on
the basis of the cost of space used for each.
General institutional advertising that cannot be identified with any
product or customer class would not be allocated. Other advertising and
sales-promotion expenditures, such as advertising overhead and art work,
should also be assigned direct or distributed on a job-order basis, where
possible. If direct assignment is not feasible, these expenses should be
allocated to product and customer classes on the basis of relative appropriations or space and other direct advertising expenditures for each classification of sales. Otherwise, if no relationship can be traced, such items
of expense should not be allocated.
S u m m a r y of procedure.—There are thus certain data which must be
known before the manufacturer's distribution costs by products can be
ascertained. These a r e :
(1) The average inventory value of finished
goods, (2) the amount of storage space occupied by these finished-goods
inventories, (3) the number of times the commodity is sold, i. e., the number
of invoice lines, (4) the number of handling units of the product that
are sold, (5) the weight or number of shipping units sold, (6) the proportion of sales time spent in promoting it, and (7) the cost of the space
or time in the various media that were used in advertising it.
These product characteristics determine the shares of the corresponding
functional-cost groups that are allocated to the product. The actual allocation of costs is, in effect, made by simple proportion. For example, if
TABLE 7.—Determination of relative profitability of a class of products
Bases of allocation
Functional-cost group

(1)
Total
functional

(2)

(3)

Total for firm

Commodity

cost

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Investment
Storage
Inventory control . . .
Order assembly
Packing and shipping
Transportation
Selling
Advertising
Order entry
Billing
Total costs ..

$ 50,000
75,000
25,000
100,000
60,000
200,000
400,000
150,000
30,000
50.000

$500,000
400,000 sq. ft.
$300,000
$500,000
$500,000
600,000 tons
10,000 hrs.

$400000
$400,000

$50,000
20,000 sq. ft.
$9,000
$50,000
$75,000
125,000 tons
2,000 hrs.
Direct
$40,000
$40,000

(4)
Commodity's share
(34-4)
Percent
10.0
5.0
3.0
10.0
1S.0
20.0
20.0

Sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross margin
Less: Direct plus allocated distribution costs (from table
above)
Excess of gross margin over costs.
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(5)
Allocated
costs
(4X1)

10.0
10.0

$850,000
632,000
218,000
176,550
41,550

$5,000
3,750
2,500
10,000
9,000
40,000
80,000
33,300
3,000
176,550
5,000

the average inventory value of product group X is 1/100 of the total average
inventory value of all finished products, that group is charged 1/100 of
the investment costs for the period. The sum of the shares of the various
functional costs which are allocated plus any direct costs is subtracted from
the dollar gross margin of the product, the difference indicating the relative
profitability of the product. The results of this procedure are illustrated
by the example in table 7.
This basic procedure is, of course, the same when costing major product
groups, subgroups, lines, and individual items or brands. The difference
lies mainly in the detail with which merchandise sales and gross margins
are classified and functional costs allocated.
The process of customer costing is the same as that of commodity costing.
The customer data needed for allocating the functional-cost groups to a
customer class or customer are, in the illustration given in table 6, as
follows: (1) The number of invoice lines on all orders for the period,
(2) the weight or number of shipping units of the merchandise bought by
the customer, (3) the number of sales calls made on the customer, (4) the
cost of the space or time in the various media used to advertise to the
customer class specifically, (5) the number of orders placed by the customer.
(6) the average amount outstanding, and (7) the number of invoices posted
to accounts receivable.
These factors are used in allocating to the customer class a share of
the functional-cost groups. The total of the shares of the allocated functional cost groups plus any direct expenses gives the total customer cost.
This cost deducted from the total dollar gross margin received from that
customer class during the same period indicates the relative profitability of
these customers.

R e l a t e d Commodity a n d Customer Cost
Analysis 2 1
In the case of the wholesaling examples which were previously described,
commodity and customer costing are distinct although parallel processes.
Where, in general,. all customers purchase all or similar products, this
would be the most satisfactory procedure. In the case of most manufacturers, however, such a procedure would not be as satisfactory as one in
which commodity and customer cost allocations were related processes.
This would be true where sales of a given type of product were made only
to a given class of customers. Also, the subsequent allocation to customers
of expenses which could first be assigned directly to commodities—and vice
versa—would be facilitated where commodity and customer costing were
related.
21
The method described in this section was adapted from a procedure developed by Wroe
Alderson. See chapter 23, "Marketing" by Alexander, Surface, Elder and Alderson. 1944. Ginn
& Co. Boston.
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Table 8 shows the procedure by which the commodity and customer
allocations are related. The lines on the form represent classes of commodities—again using the rubber manufacturer as an illustration—while
the columns represent classes of customers. The squares that result from
the cross-classification represent transaction groups, i. e., sales of a specific
class of commodities to a specific class of customers.
TABLE 8.—Procedure for relating commodity and customer cost allocations
Customer classes
A
Manufacturers

Commodity classes

B

c

Dealers

Jobbers

D
Mail
order

E
Chain
stores

F, G, H,
etc.

Commodity
cost
totals

1. Pneumatic passenger
tires and casings. .
2. Pneumatic truck
and casings

tires

3. Tractor tires and casings
4. Solid tires and casings
5. Auto accessories
6. Mechanical
goods

....

rubber

7. Heels and soles
8. Hard rubber
9. Footwear
10. Tiling
11. Rubber thread
12. Rubberized

fabrics

..

13. Sundries

Customer cost totals

(Grand
total)

One of these forms would be used for each functional-cost group. If
the variable activity of a given function is related most closely to commodity
characteristics, the first allocation would be made to commodity classes.
In other words, the total amount of the cost group would be distributed
as commodity-class subtotals on whatever basis of allocation is used for
that cost group, and the amounts entered in the spaces in the column on
the right. The next step is to distribute these subtotals to the cells across
the form on whatever basis is used to allocate the particular cost to
customers.
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A similar procedure is used if the cost group is one whose activity varies
primarily with customer characteristics. The first allocation would be
made to customer classes, which means the total of the functional-cost
group is distributed as customer-class subtotals, on whatever basis of allocation is used, and these subtotals entered in the spaces along the bottom
the cells which represent the classes of commodities purchased by the
of the form. The next step is to distribute these subtotals upwards into
customers.
As regards expense classifications which can be assigned direct to customers or commodities, the procedure would exactly parallel that outlined
above. For example, a manufacturer with specific product selling departments would enter the direct selling costs of these departments in the spaces
on the right-hand column and then allocate them across the form to customer classes. Similarly, the direct costs of specific customer selling
departments would be entered in the spaces on the bottom line and then
they would be allocated and distributed upwards to the cells representing
commodity classes.
When all of the cost groups have been either assigned direct or allocated
on separate forms, a summary form can be used to get the totals. All of
the figures appearing in the corresponding cells are added together, the
totals being the costs for the individual transaction groups. The next step
is to add up the columns and to enter the totals at the bottom, which gives
the costs by classes of customers. Similarly, the totals of the amounts on
the lines give the costs by classes of commodities.
Finally, the dollar gross margins are entered on the summary form, and
the total allocated costs by transaction groups and by customer and commodity classes are subtracted from the corresponding margins. A ranking
of product groups and customer classes in the order of the amount of their
excess of dollar gross margin over allocated costs discloses the relatively
less profitable commodities and customers. Those with the smallest excess
of gross margin over costs, and also, of course, those whose allocated costs
are greater than the margin, are the relatively unprofitable ones.

Allocation to Units of Sale
In the main, a cost analysis by unit of sale involves a different classification of sales. Instead of classifying sales by products or customers, the
sales, margins, and cost characteristics applying to unit-of-sale groups are
determined. The unit of sale refers to one of the following: (1) Number
of units of product per invoice-line extension, (2) dollar value per invoiceline extension, (3) number of invoice lines per order, and (4) dollar value
of the order.
The process of getting costs for the first two unit-of-sale groups, that is,
costs by invoice lines, is, in general, similar to the process of commodity
costing. Functional classification of expenses and bases of allocation are
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much the same as those used for product costing. The allocation of costs
to sales classified by order-size groups—whether order-size is measured
by dollar value or by number of invoice lines—is generally similar to the
process of customer costing. Table 9 illustrates the functional classification
of costs and the bases used in allocating costs to these two kinds of unitof-sale groups.
TABLE 9.—Bases of allocation to unit-of-sale groups
Bases of allocation
Functional-cost groups

1. Order assembly (handling)
2. Packing and s h i p p i n g . . . . .
3. Transportation
4. Selling
5.
6.
7.
8.

Order entry
Billing
Credit extension
Accounts receivable

To sales classified by number
of units of product per
invoice line
Number of units or time
study.
Number of units or time-andmaterials study.
Number of units or time
study.
Number of invoice lines or
time study.
Number of invoice lines
do
(Not allocated).
do

To sales classified by dollar
value of whole order
Number of invoice lines.
Weight or number of shipping
units.
Do.
Number of invoice lines or
time study.
Number of orders.
Number of invoice lines.
Number of orders.
Do.

In most cases, manufacturers are interested in getting costs by unit-of-sale
groups for individual commodities or for commodity classes and for individual customers or for customer classes, rather than for all customers
and for all commodities. The effect of unit of sale on cost varies so widely
as between products and customers that average relationships have little
value. Discount schedules, for example, must be established with reference
to single products or customers or to small groups of them.
Forms similar to those used to allocate the functional costs to transaction
groups (table 8) can be used for allocating costs to unit-of-sale groups for
each commodity and customer group. In one set of forms the lines may
be used for commodity classes while the columns would represent unit-ofsale groups, that is, either the number of units ordered in a single transaction or the dollar value per invoice-line extension.
Similarly, in another set of forms, the columns would be used for
customer classes, while the lines would represent either the dollar value
of the whole order or the number of invoice lines per order. In both sets
there would be a separate form for each functional cost group. On each
of these forms, the total functional costs for the various customer or
commodity groups, as determined from previous allocations, would first
be entered as subtotals and then distributed into the cells representing the
various unit-of-sale groups.
The total gross margin for each unit-of-sale classification less its allocated costs indicates its contribution toward the remaining expenses of the
business and to net profits. Those unit-of-sale groups with the smallest
excess of margin over cost, or those where the cost exceeds the margin, are
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relatively unprofitable. The cost differentials between the different unitof-sale groups also provide a basis for establishing or revising quantity and
trade discounts.

Allocation to Territories
Manufacturers, as well as wholesalers, are also interested in analyzing
distribution costs of sales by territories. In many respects, costs by territories are the simplest ones to analyze. If the manufacturer's marketing
activities are organized on a territorial basis, with the geographic limits of
branches and districts clearly defined, a sufficiently detailed break-down of
the primary-expense accounts and their classification by branches and districts results in a direct assignment of a large proportion of expenses to
these territorial units.
The costs for individual salesmen's territories can be satisfactorily determined for many purposes by adding up the costs allocated to customers
within the territory. This can only be done, of course, if these territories
are also distinct geographic units. In other words, the sales, margins, and
costs by territories can be ascertained by summarizing the corresponding
figures for the customers who constitute the area. Thus, if all the customers in an area are profitable, the area itself must be profitable, and
vice versa.
In some cases, however, it may be more satisfactory to allocate or assign
directly to the territory certain branch and district expenses which are
incurred jointly for several salesmen's territories. But even in such
instances, there are some functional costs, difficult to allocate to commodities
or customers or units of sale, which can be assigned directly to the sales
territory.
The best example of the latter situation is the saleman's salary, commissions, and traveling expenses. If the salesman devotes all of his time
to one territory, these, of course, are direct expenses. On the other hand,
if he specializes by products or customers and divides his time between
several territories, his expenses are indirect and must be allocated to
territories. This is done either on a basis similar to that used in allocating
selling expenses to customers or on the basis of a time study.
Other indirect selling expenses, such as salaries of district and branch
managers, would also be allocated to individual sales territories. This is
done by dividing the total indirect selling expense at a branch or district
by the number of salesmen in that branch or district and assigning an
equal share to each salesman. Or, an estimate of the indirect cost per
salesman could be made by the sales managers on the basis of the relative
time and effort devoted by them to each salesman.
Transportation and packing and shipping can be assigned directly to
individual sales territories, if the primary-expense accounts are kept in
sufficient detail. The remaining functional-cost groups are, in general.
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allocated to individual territories on much the same bases that are used
in allocating them to customers.
Table 10 illustrates the procedure for allocating costs to individual sales
territories. The gross margin earned in each territory less its direct and
allocated costs indicates its relative profitability. The territories in which
the excess of gross margins over costs are the greatest are the most profitable; while those in which the excess is the smallest, or those where the
costs exceed the margin, are relatively unprofitable.
TABLE 10.—Bases of allocation to individual sales territories
Functional-cost groups

1. Order assembly (handling)
2. Packing and shipping
3. Transportation
4. Selling:
Direct selling expenses
Overhead
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Advertising
Order entry
Billing
Credit extension
Accounts receivable

Bases of allocation

Number of invoice lines.
Weight or number of shipping units.
Direct or weight or number of shipping units or ton-miles.
Direct.
Number of salesmen or estimated
cost per salesman.
Circulation of media or direct.
Number of orders.
Number of invoice lines.
Average amount outstanding.
Number of invoices posted.

Unprofitable Sales
When all of the unprofitable sales segments have been identified, it is
usually more difficult for the manufacturer to decide what action he should
take to maximize profits than it is for the wholesaler or the retailer, for
the following reasons: Generally, a greater number of possible profitable
courses of action are open to the manufacturer; the marginal costs and
revenues associated with each of these courses are more difficult to ascertain;
and the ramifications of any action may be more far-reaching. For example, a decision to eliminate a segment of unprofitable sales will probably
affect the utilization of manufacturing capacity and, therefore, may affect
the unit manufacturing costs.
Converting losses into profits.—A large number of practical possibilities for converting losses into profits are available to the manufacturer
in the light of the knowledge of the costs accruing to the relatively unprofitable sales.
Studying the functional costs, setting up standard unit costs for each
function, comparing standard with actual costs, and analyzing the variances
may indicate many opportunities for cost reduction and cost control.22
22
For a discussion of the application of the principle of standard costs to distribution-cost
analysis, see Longman, Donald R., Distribution Cost Analysis. 1941. Harper and Brothers.
New York.
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And subsequent elimination of certain inefficiencies may enable the firm
to handle at a profit some segments of sales that were formerly shown to
be relatively unprofitable.
A list, by no means exhaustive, of some of the policies that can be adopted
by manufacturers for converting relatively unprofitable commodities into
sources of profit follows:
1. Reduce the finished-goods inventory in the factory and branch warehouses. The effect of smaller production runs on factory unit costs must,
of course, be considered.
2. Simplify the line. Reduce the number of sizes, styles, qualities, and
price lines. Simplification may result not only in reducing storage, investment, and order-filling costs, but also in increasing sales, by permitting
concentration of advertising, selling, styling, and design on a smaller
number of items. One knitting mill, for example, sharply reduced its
storage costs and inventory losses and attributed a rapid increase in sales
to its policy of restricting the variety of articles offered for sale.
3. Repackage the product. A change in the package may reduce the
direct costs of packing, and the new container may make possible reductions
in transportation, storage, and handling costs. A new package may also
influence the volume of sales.
4. Sell on consignment. (This policy has already been discussed from
the point of view of the wholesaler.)
5. Increase—or decrease—the amount of advertising and promotion
work. Whether it would be profitable to increase or decrease advertising
depends on such factors as the effect of advertising on the volume of sales
and the effect of the volume of sales on unit production and distribution
costs.
6. Change the channels of distribution for the product. It may be found,
in some cases, that certain types of distributors are not suitable for attracting customers for certain types of products.
7. Increase—or decrease—the price. Sometimes, it may actually pay to
reduce the price of unprofitable commodities. When consumer demand
is so elastic that a small reduction in price leads to a substantial increase
in sales, the result may be a greater excess of dollar gross margin over
allocated costs than the net contribution of the commodity at the old price.
This may come about as the result of both an increase in the unit of order
with a reduction in costs and an increase in total sales sufficient to at least
counterbalance the loss of gross margin per unit of sale that follows the
price reduction.
Where the consumer demand is inelastic, so that an increase in price
may lead to only a small reduction in sales, it may be profitable to raise
the price. This would be true where the increase in dollar gross margin
would exceed the increase in per-unit cost of production and distribution
that might result from the lower volume or the smaller unit orders.
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As in the case of the wholesaler, many possibilities exist for minimizing
the losses resulting from units of sale that are relatively unprofitable
because of their small size. These are outlined as follows:
1. Devise special routine for handling small orders. An electrical manufacturer, for example, uses only about 25 percent of the usual clerical
routine in handling small orders. 23
2. Reduce services offered on small orders, such as special storage, free
acceptance of returns, and repair services.
3. Minimize broken-package sales by reducing the original package unit,
by employing package units of several different sizes, or by developing
special-assortment packages for filling small orders.
4. Make a special handling charge for all orders below a minimum size
or assess a service fee for credit and delivery on orders below a minimum
size.
5. Employ quantity discounts or increase present quantity discounts with
the size of the order. The discounts may be based on the value of the
invoice-line extension for the individual product, as well as on the totalorder value. Quantity discounts should, of course, be in line with cost
differentials.
6. Establish a minimum size order that will be handled.
7. Offer bonus to salesmen for orders above a certain size, or penalize
salesmen for orders below a certain size.
8. Turn small orders over to jobbers, brokers, or agents.
9. Make an extra charge for drop shipments.
10. Show customers that they benefit from the lower costs obtainable
by the seller through larger unit orders.
Some policies that have been adopted by manufacturers in regard to
relatively unprofitable customers are listed:
1. Try to sell the full line to customers who are relatively unprofitable
because of adverse selection of purchases.
2. Induce the distributor, where other conditions are feasible, to handle
the seller's products exclusively.
3. Direct salesmen to call on certain customers less frequently, or to
solicit them by mail or telephone.
4. Eliminate promotional assistance, such as demonstrators, missionary
salesmen, dealer-aids, and so on.
5. Place salesmen on a commission basis.
E l i m i n a t i o n of unprofitable c o m m o d i t i e s and customers.—Further
cost analyses are necessary if the manufacturer, after studying all of the
alternative courses of action, seeks to investigate the effects of eliminating
those unprofitable segments of sales that cannot be turned into a source
of profit. In estimating the decrease in total expense that would result,
23
The Western Electric Co., reported in Does Distribution Cost Too Much?
The Twentieth Century Fund. New York.
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p. 320.

1939.

it is clear that the costs which were allocated to sales to discover the
unprofitable segments would not provide the answer. For some of these
costs would be nonescapable and would continue after the sales were
dropped.
It might be questioned why these nonescapable costs were allocated to
sales in the first place. Relative profitability cannot be ascertained unless
all the costs for which a particular segment of sales is responsible have
been allocated. Further, even though some of the costs could not be
eliminated were certain sales dropped, it might be possible to shift the
effort for which these expenses were incurred to other and more profitable
uses.
Finally, there is no way of distinguishing beforehand between the escapable and nonescapable cost components. What were nonescapable costs in
the short run and in relation to a small segment of sales may become
escapable over a sufficiently long period and in relation to a large enough
segment of sales. Only after a specific segment of sales has been discovered
to be relatively unprofitable, can the manufacturer proceed to analyze the
costs that have been allocated to it to decide what part of them could be
eliminated were the sales to be dropped.
Thus, since there is no hard and fast distinction between escapable and
nonescapable costs, the manufacturer must study each item of allocated
expense separately, and rely on his judgment and knowledge of the business
to distinguish between the escapable and nonescapable expense attaching to
a specific segment of unprofitable sales.
Although total sales of a commodity class are unprofitable, the product
may be sold profitably to one or more classes of customers—-probably those
who purchased in larger average quantities per transaction. Likewise,
although total sales to a given class of customers are unprofitable, sales of
some groups of commodities to this class of customers may be profitable—
again, probably those commodities which are sold in larger quantities per
transaction.
These profitable transaction groups are readily identified by an examination of the summary form used in relating commodity and customer cost
allocations (table 8 ) . The manufacturer can then analyze these profitable
portions of sales made to customer classes and to commodity groups which
were, in toto, unprofitable, to see if he can so modify his operating methods
and policies that he can continue to handle all or most of them, even though
he eliminated the remaining sales.
The next step is to deduct the sales, gross margins, and allocated costs
of these profitable transaction groups which can be retained from the total
sales, margins, and allocated costs of the unprofitable commodity groups.
Similarly, the sales, margins, and allocated costs of the profitable transaction groups are deducted from the corresponding figures of the unprofitable customers classes, leaving only the net figures for the unprofitable
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customers and commodities. These net cost figures are then separated into
their escapable and nonescapable components.
Tables 11 and 12 illustrate this latter step in estimating the effects on
the expenses and profits of the entire business of eliminating the net
unprofitable sales. In each of these tables, total allocated costs are shown
in detail in the first column. The escapable components of these expense
items are listed in the second column, while the nonescapable cost elements
are shown in the third column. The total of the escapable costs in the
second column shows the total expenses that could be saved were the sales
to be dropped.
Deducting the gross margin that will be given up from the total escapable
costs shows the net savings, or the addition to the net profits of the business
that will result from dropping the unprofitable sales. Thus, in the case
of the unprofitable commodities illustrated in table 11, this estimated increase in net profits amounts to $41,900, while the estimated addition to
net profits flowing from the elimination of the unprofitable customers, as
shown in table 12, is $39,000.
Of course, if the gross margin that will be given up exceeds the expenses
that will be saved, the manufacturer's net profits in the short run will be

TABLE 11.—Manufacturer's

analysis of elimination

of unprofitable

commodities

[Net sales, $415,600; gross margin, $75,600]
Functional-cost groups
Investment in finished goods:
Taxes on stock
Insurance on stock
Storage of finished goods . .
Inventory control:
Salaries—stock-record clerks
All other
Order assembly:
Salaries—warehouse labor
Overhead

Escapable
costs

Nonescapable
costs

$5,000
4,500
7,000

$5,000
4,500

4,000
1,500

4,000

12,000
3,000

12,000
500

5,000
8,000
1,000

5,000
8,000

12,000
3,000

12,000
500

2,500

35,000
10,000

35,000
7,500

2,500

15,000
5,000

15,000
1,000

4,000

3,000
1,000

2,000

1,000
1,000

6,000
2,500

5,000
500

1,000
2,000

143,500

117,500
75,600

26,000

Less: Gross margin ..
Addition to net profits

41,900

Packing and shipping:
Material
Labor
Overhead
Transportation:
Freight, express, and parcel post
Truck
Selling:
Direct selling expense
Overhead
Advertising:
Space and other direct costs
Overhead
Order entry:
Salaries
Overhead
Billing:
Salaries
Overhead
Total costs

4S

Allocated
costs

$7,000
1,500

1,000

greater with, than without, these sales, even though they are relatively
unprofitable.
TABLE 12.—Manufacturer's

analysis of elimination

of unprofitable

customers

[Net sales, $259,000; gross margin, $59,000]
Functional-cost groups
Order assembly:
Salaries—warehouse labor
Overhead
Packing and shipping:
Material
Labor
Overhead
Transportation:
Freight, express, and parcel post
Truck
Selling:
Direct selling expense
Overhead
Advertising:
Space and other direct costs
Overhead
,
Order entry:
Salaries
Overhead
Billing:
Salaries
Overhead
Credit extension:
Salaries
Overhead
Accounts receivable:
Salaries
Overhead
Total costs
Gross run,
marginhowever, if
In Less:
the long
Addition to net profits

Allocated
costs

Escapable
costs

Nonescapable
costs

$11,000
1,500

$11,000
300

2,500
6,000
750
7,000
5,000

2,500
6,000
7,000
1,000

4,000

25,000
12,000

25,000
10,000

2,000

10,000
2,000

8,000

2,000
2,000

8,000
500

7,500
200

500
300

8,000
500

8,000

6,000
300

5,000

1,000
300

7,000
2,000

6,000
500

1,000
1,500

115,050

98,000
59,000

17,050

$1,200

750

500

39,000

an increase in the total volume of business
leads to a need for expansion of facilities, the decision to retain this
relatively unprofitable segment of business should be reconsidered. For
if these sales are still relatively unprofitable, it may at that time be possible to substitute other more profitable sales and to operate at capacity
with existing facilities. And the firm's net profits may exceed those which
would result from expanding facilities and retaining the relatively unprofitable business.
Elimination of territories.—An analysis of the effects of eliminating
a relatively unprofitable territory which cannot be turned into a source of
profit proceeds along similar lines. Certain customers, or transaction
groups, some towns on the salesmen's route, or some other portion of the
business in the territory may be found, on examination, to be profitable in
spite of the fact that the territory as a whole is unprofitable.
If the territory as a whole is abandoned, it may be decided that some
or all of the profitable sales in the territory can be retained, either through
a change in operating methods or policies or through adjustment of adjoining salesmen's routes. The sales, margins, and allocated costs of these
profitable parts of the territory are then deducted from the corresponding
figures for the territory as a whole.
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The remaining costs are separated into their escapable and nonescapable
components, and the escapable costs are compared with the gross margin
that would be given up. If the escapable costs that can be saved exceed
the gross margin that would be lost, the manufacturer's net profits will be
increased by withdrawing from that area. On the other hand, if the
contrary is true, he is better off by continuing to cultivate it and attempting
to increase its revenue and reduce its costs. He can do so through more
intensive cultivation of the business of present and prospective profitable
customers, increasing —or decreasing—advertising in the area, reorganizing salesmen's routes, using agents, brokers, or wholesalers in the area,
and so on.
Substitution.—Any analysis of the effects of a policy of eliminating
unprofitable segments of sales cannot be divorced entirely from an estimate of what will be the results if other sales are substituted for the relatively unprofitable volume. In each case, whether products, customers, units
of sale, or territories were involved, analysis of the costs allocated to
unprofitable segments revealed that there were nonescapable costs that
would continue, as well as escapable expenses that would be eliminated
or saved.
These nonescapable costs represent a certain portion of the manufacturer's marketing capacity or selling effort that can be made available
for alternative uses, if the relatively unprofitable segments of sales are
eliminated. Where the analysis clearly shows that it will be profitable
to drop these sales, the alternative use that can be made of these nonescapable costs is another factor in favor of a policy of elimination. For
example, selling effort may become available for a more intensive cultivation of the remaining business, which may result in increased revenue with
less-than-proportionate rise in expense, to the enhancement of net profit.
In the case of some segments of relatively unprofitable sales, it may be
uncertain, however, whether elimination is the most profitable course to
follow. In such instances the manufacturer, like the wholesaler and retailer, can estimate the new excess of gross margin over total costs which
he will obtain from a substitute use of the nonescapable costs made available by eliminating the present relatively unprofitable segment of sales.
This new excess of gross margin over costs, or net yield, should be compared with the current net yield to decide whether substitution or elimination
is the most profitable course to follow.

Summary
In summary, we have seen that even in the most efficiently managed
firms there may be wasteful misdirected marketing effort such as: Partial
disregard of regional sales possibilities in the distribution of salesmen
and advertising to territories, coverage of more than a profitable amount
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of territory, improper utilization of the salesmen's time as regards different
customers, disproportionate services to customer classes, unbalanced effort
devoted to different product classes, unit-of-sale classes and so on. The
manner in which management handles these aspects of distribution importantly affects the profitableness of its operations. For this reason it is
worth while for management to focus its attention on coordinating marketing
effort with sales possibilities.
For an entire business, the problem of directing marketing effort so that
its various elements may be brought into closer proportion to the potential
sales of numerous customers, products, salesmen's territories, etc., is farreaching, so that it may affect every aspect of the business. Thus, a plan
to eliminate a certain segment of sales because its marginal costs exceed
its marginal revenue would need to be reviewed in the light of the fact
that the reduced scale of production might alter the unit manufacturing
costs and therefore affect the gross margin of the entire business.
Similarly, the reallocation of selling and advertising effort, to bring it
into closer relation with trade possibilities, may affect not only the physical
volume of sales in certain territories, but also the price per unit and, therefore, the gross margin, where the latter is not predetermined or fixed on a
uniform basis.
Management may, however, profitably abandon the policy of laissez fairé
or the policy of complete coverage in the application of marketing effort.
To maximize profits, it can employ distribution-cost analysis as a tool in
directing the component elements of marketing effort so that they are
applied in closer proportion to the sales potentialities of different segments
of the business.
If past experience furnishes any guide, such a policy of selective selling
offers to many businesses an important opportunity for reducing distribution
costs, lowering prices, and increasing net profits. For the economy as a
whole, a widespread adoption of selective-selling policies may lead to an
over-all reduction in distribution costs and in prices, thus facilitating an
expanding volume of production and employment.
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Appendix
Definition of Cost Terms
Direct vs. Indirect.—A large proportion of marketing costs are indirect
rather than direct costs. Direct costs are those which are incurred for and
benefit a single segment of sales and therefore can be traced direct to
specific customers, commodities or other sales components. Indirect costs
are those which are incurred for and benefit more than one segment of
sales and therefore cannot be traced directly to specific products or customers.
Common vs. Separable.—Common costs are those which cannot, as a
practical matter, be traced direct to specific customers, commodities, or
other sales components. Separable costs are those which can readily be
traced to customers, commodities, and so on.
Whether a given outlay is a common or separable cost may depend on
the circumstances of the business and on the segment of sales for which
cost is being measured. If salesmen are paid on a salary basis, for
example, the outlay for their wages is a common cost so far as individual
commodities are concerned. On the other hand, if the salesmen work on a
commission basis, the commissions paid are a separable cost of selling
individual commodities, and they also are separable in regard to the cost
of selling to individual customers.
In general, the greater proportion of marketing expenses are common
costs, either because the process of tracing such costs to specific units of
sales may be too expensive, or, in some cases, because there may be no
available method of making a practical and reasonably accurate separation.
Fixed vs. Variable.—The distinction between common and separable
costs is related to another twofold classification of marketing expenses,
namely, fixed and variable costs. Fixed costs may be defined as those
which do not change in total amount when the sales volume is varied.
Variable costs, on the other hand, are those which change in total amount
as sales volume varies. The distinction between fixed and variable costs
thus depends on the behavior of costs in relation to changes in sales volume.
The distinction between fixed and variable costs is not a hard and fast one,
but depends on the circumstances of the individual business and the particular segment of sales for which costs are being analyzed.
Thus, some fixed costs arise from a lack of flexibility in certain of the
circumstances or factors under which the business operates. This lack of
flexibility may be owing to sunk or irrecoverable expenditures, or it may be
the result of contractual obligations assumed by the business. In other
words, the amount of marketing activity or effort for which the cost is
incurred may vary with changes in sales volume, but, owing to contractual
obligations, the businessman cannot immediately make adjustments in the
amount of the expense.
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For example, the amount of delivery activity will vary with changes in
sales volume, but if a distributor who delivers by truck owns the trucks and
pays his drivers on a weekly basis, most of his delivery expenses will be
fixed costs in relation to changes in sales volume that do not necessitate
changes in the number of trucks or drivers. On the other hand, if the
distributor contracts with an outside firm for delivery on a zone-tonnage,
package, or similar basis, his delivery expenses are a variable cost.
Similarly, if the distributor rents his warehouse or store on the usual
basis of a fixed amount per annum, his rent is a fixed cost. However, if
the distributor should have a percentage lease—in which the rental is a
stated percentage of sales volume—his rent would be a variable expense.
Furthermore, practically all costs are fixed only within a certain range
of sales volume and become variable when greater changes occur. If sales
drop to a very low level, for example, branches may be closed or a smaller
warehouse or store building rented, delivery trucks and other equipment
may be sold, and policies with respect to retaining key workers and
executives in the organization may be revised.
The permanency, as well as the range of change in sales volume, affects
the distinction between fixed and variable costs. When a curtailment in
sales is expected to be brief, the building, equipment, and organization
will be kept intact, but when a long period of depression appears to have
set in, expenses will be pared down. Conversely, when a sufficiently large
gain in sales is expected to continue more or less permanently, an expansion of the scale of plant and organization to take care of this increased business will result in a rise in fixed costs.
This suggests that the proportions of fixed and variable costs in a given
firm may change according to the time interval and the size of the segment
of sales under analysis. In the long run and with respect to a large segment
of sales, practically all costs may be classified as variable.
In the short run, however,—as long as the "scale of plant" for making
sales remains unchanged—and with reference to small changes in sales
volume, most marketing expenses are in the nature of fixed costs. That
is, small changes in sales volume can occur without appreciably affecting
the aggregate amount of the distributor's expenses. For example, the net
addition to the aggregate operating costs of a wholesaler or retailer as the
result of making an additional sale are usually insignificant in amount.
The relationship between common and separable costs on the one hand
and fixed and variable costs on the other can be readily seen. In the short
run, and in relation to a small segment of sales volume, the separable, or
direct, costs are mostly variable, while the common or indirect costs are,
in general, fixed. In the longer run, the common, or indirect, costs tend
to become variable.
Average
v s . Marginal.—-Another
classification of costs is based on a
distinction between marginal and average costs. Narrowly defined, the
marginal unit cost is the increase in aggregate costs as output, that is,
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sales, is increased by one unit. The amount by which the aggregate costs
increases is the cost of the additional unit. The average unit cost of any
given output, on the other hand, is the aggregate cost divided by the
number of units produced or sold. For example:
Number of
units

Aggregate
costs

Average cost
per unit

Marginal cost
per unit

10
11
12

$100.00
104.50
108.00

$10.00
9.50
9.00

$4.50
3.50

Escapable
vs. Nonescapable.—A
somewhat similar twofold classification distinguishes between escapable and nonescapable expenses. For
example, if a single department in a department store were shut down the
expenses which could be saved would be escapable, while the remaining
expenses of the store would be nonescapable. Thus, the escapable costs
would be the same as the marginal costs, while the nonescapable costs
would be equal to the aggregate costs after the department had been
eliminated.
Imputed
vs. Outlay.—For
certain kinds of analysis, it is necessary to
consider imputed costs as well as actual outlays. For example, a theoretical
interest or rent might be charged to a commodity, even though no actual
expenditures were made for these expenses. Such costs would be imputed
costs as contrasted with actual outlays or expenditures.
Natural vs. Functional.—The
ordinary expenses of a business (actual
outlays) may be classified in several ways. The more usual method is
on a so-called natural or object-of-expenditure basis. For example, rent
and wages are natural-expense items. For purposes of analyzing distribution costs, it is found useful to reclassify the natural-expense items into
functional-cost groups.
A functional-cost group is the cost of a single activity; thus, a functional
classification puts together all the expense items that have been incurred
for the same activity. A functional classification of expense facilitates the
allocation of the common, or indirect, expense items, and permits distribution of an entire cost group by means of a single factor or basis of
allocation.
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